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Abstract
High-temperature superconductivity often emerges in the proximity of a symmetrybreaking ground state in strongly interacting electronic materials. In the case of
the superconducting iron pnictides, in addition to the antiferromagnetic ground state
of the parent compounds, a ubiquitous but small structural distortion breaks the
crystal C4 rotational symmetry in the underdoped part of the phase diagram. It
has been proposed that this structural transition is driven by an electronic nematic
phase transition, below which the electronic system spontaneously organizes with an
orientational order without developing additional spatial periodic order. In this thesis
I show how the effects of this electronic nematic order can be explicitly revealed by
observing the response of the system to in-plane uniaxial stress.
I present transport measurements of single crystal samples of various iron-based
superconductors held under an in-situ tunable strain at temperatures above the phase
transition, which explicitly confirm that the structural transition is fundamentally
driven by a thermodynamic instability in the electronic part of the free energy. I
will also discuss the nematic fluctuations prevailing throughout the overdoped part
of the phase diagram, which suggests that a quantum phase transition occurs at the
optimal doped composition. Finally, I will describe the in-plane resistivity anisotropy
measurements of detwinned samples at temperatures below phase transition, which
potentially reveals an intriguing interplay between topological protected Dirac pockets
and spin/orbital ordering.
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Comparison of heat capacity, susceptibility, resistivity and Hall coefficient data for samples with (a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.016 and (c) x = 0.025.
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main text, together with the in-plane susceptibility χab (left axis) and
the derivative d(χT )/dT (arb. units). In the lower panels, absolute
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2.8 Identification of the phase transitions in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 (x = 0.025)
(a) T dependence of the [1 1 2]T powder line determined from x-ray
diffraction. (b) T dependence of integrated intensity (blue circles) of
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3.1

The in-plane magnetoresistance ∆ρab /ρab (%) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for
x = 2.5% for two specific current orientations (sample A and B). The
angle independent part of the magnetoresistance for sample B has been
subtracted for clarity. The data were taken at 84K, below both TS and
TN for this cobalt concentration. The geometry of the measurement is
indicated below each panel. Both current and field are in the ab-plane,
and the angle of the magnetic field is measured relative to the current
direction. For sample A current is applied parallel to the orthorhombic
a/b axis, whereas for sample B current is applied at 45 degree to the
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(Color online) The angle dependent magnetoresistance (ρab (θ, 14T ) −

ρab )/ρab (where ρab is the average of ρab (θ, 14T ) over θ) as a function
of angle and temperature of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for (a) x =3.6% and
(b) x = 2.5%. The magnitude of MR is indicated by the color scale.
Vertical lines indicate TS and TN as determined for these samples by

the derivative of the resistivity (shown above each panel). . . . . . . .
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Representative magnetoresistance data forBa(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 as a function of field and angle for x = 1.6% at T = 80K (panels (a) and (b))
and T = 20K (panels (c) and (d)). For all cases the current is aligned
parallel to orthorhombic a/b axes and field is applied parallel to the
ab plane (i.e. sample A configuration). For field sweeps, the magnetic
field was swept from 0 to 14T, then 14 to -14T, then back to 0T following an initial zero-field cool. Data were taken for fields aligned parallel
(red) and perpendicular (green) to the current. Angle sweeps were performed in a field of 14T following an initial zero-field cool. Data were
taken continuously as the angle was increased from 0 to 360 degrees
and then back to zero. The nonzero offset in (c) and (d) results from
a slight mixing of out of plane field component due to a small sample
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3.4 Time dependence of the resistivity for a representative sample with x
= 1.6% , revealing thermal relaxation of the field-induced changes in
the resistivity. The sample was initially cooled to 2 K in 14 T, before
the field was cycled to zero. The sample was then warmed to (a) 5
K and (b) 10 K, and the resistivity measured as a function of time
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relaxation, with resulting time constants of 3.3 ± 1.8 × 103 and 1.8 ±
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3.5 Temperature dependence of the resistivity for representative samples
with x = 1.6% (panels (a) and (b)) and x = 2.5% (panels (c) and
(d)). Data were taken during an initial field cool (FC) in 14T, after which the field was cycled to zero and the resistivity measured in
zero field while warming (ZFW). The current is aligned parallel to the
a/b orthorhombic axes, and the field applied either parallel (red) or
perpendicular (green) to the current. For comparison, data are also
shown for the same samples while cooled in zero field (ZFC). The FC
MR ((ρF C − ρZF C )/ρZF C ) and ZFW resistivity difference induced by

field cooling ((ρZF W − ρZF C )/ρZF C ) for the two field configurations are
also plotted in (b) for x = 1.6% and (d) for x = 2.5% . Vertical lines
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3.6

Representative optical images of a Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 sample for x =
2.5%, revealing the partial detwinning effect of an in-plane magnetic
field. The images (obtained as described in the main text) were taken
at T = 40K below both TS and TN . The initial image (a) was taken
in zero field, following a zero field cool from above TN . The field was
then swept to 10T, at which field the second image (b) was taken.
Horizontal intensity profiles, shown below each image, were calculated
by integrating vertically over the image area after background subtraction and noise filtering. Boundaries between domains were estimated
as described in the main text, resulting in an estimate of the relative
fraction of the two domains indicated by black and white stripes below
the figures. The field, which was oriented along the orthorhombic a/b
axes, has clearly moved the twin boundaries, favoring one set of twin
domains (light) over the other (dark). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(A) Diagram of the crystal structure of BaFe2 As2 in the antiferromagnetic state. The magnetic moments on the iron sites point in the
a-direction, and align anti-parallel along the longer a-axis, and parallel along the shorter b-axis. (B) Diagram illustrating a twin boundary between two domains that form on cooling through the structural
transition at Ts. Dense twinning in macroscopic crystals obscures any
in-plane electronic anisotropy in bulk measurements. (C) Diagram of
the device used to detwin single crystals in situ. The sample is held
sandwiched between a cantilever and a substrate, with a screw in the
center of the cantilever to adjust the uni-axial pressure. The (0 0 1)
surface of the crystal is exposed, enabling transport measurements. .
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Photograph of the device used to detwin single crystals in situ. A
representative sample is held sandwiched between a cantilever and a
substrate, with a screw in the center of cantilever to adjust the uniaxial pressure. The (0 0 1) surface of the crystal is exposed, enabling
transport measurements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.9 (A) Splitting of the (-2 -2 20) Bragg peak (referenced to the tetragonal
lattice) at 40 K for a sample with x = 0.025 under uni-axial pressure, as
revealed by high-resolution x-ray diffraction. The two dimensional surface is formed by interpolating between Gaussian fits to a dense mesh
of points from h-k scans. Each peak corresponds to one of the two
twin domains. The relative volume fraction of the larger domain, corresponding to the shorter b-axis aligned parallel to the applied stress, is
approximately 86% . (B) Polarized-light image of the surface of an unstressed BaFe2 As2 crystal at 5K without applying uni-axial pressure.
Vertical light and dark stripes reveal the existence of twin domains
with a and b axes reversed. (C) Polarized-light image on the surface of
the same crystal under uni-axial pressure at 5K. The absence of stripes
indicates the applied pressure has detwinned the crystal. . . . . . . .
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3.10 Representative data illustrating the variation in the temperature dependence of the b-axis resistivity as a function of the external stress
for a sample with 2.5 % Cobalt doping. The magnitude of the stress,
which is aligned along the current direction, is tuned as described in
the main text. Lower panel shows the resistivity normalized by its
room temperature value. Upper panel shows the temperature derivatives of the resistivity (successive data sets are shifted for clarity). The
sharp feature associated with the SDW transition is essentially unaffected by the external stress. However, the clear feature observed in
the resistivity that is associated with the structural transition for an
unstressed crystal is progressively broadened by applied pressure, due
to the finite nematic susceptibility above TS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.11 Temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity ρa (green) and ρb
(red) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for Co concentrations from x = 0 to 0.085.
Solid and dashed vertical lines mark critical temperatures for the structural and magnetic phase transitions TS and TN respectively. Values
of TN for stressed samples, obtained from the peak in the derivative of
the resistivity, are identical to those found for unstressed samples, indicating that the uni-axial pressure serves as a weak symmetry breaking
field to orient twin domains without affecting the bulk magnetic properties. The uni-axial stress does, however, affect the superconducting
transitions in some underdoped samples, inducing a partial superconducting transition for x = 0.016 and 0.025, which are not observed
for unstressed crystals. Diagrams in the right-hand panel illustrate
how measurements of ρa and ρb were made. Dark arrows indicate the
direction in which uni-axial pressure was applied, and smaller arrows
indicate the orientation of the a and b crystal axes. In all cases, the
same samples and the same contacts (shown in gold for a standard
4-point configuration) were used for both orientations.
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3.12 (A) Evolution of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy as a function of
temperature and doping, expressed in terms of the resistivity ratio
ρb /ρa . Structural, magnetic and superconducting critical temperatures, shown as circles, squares and triangles respectively. Significantly,
the resistivity ratio deviates from unity at a considerably higher temperature than TS , indicating that nematic fluctuations extend far above
the phase boundary. (B) The difference in the temperature derivative
of ρa and ρb (d(ρa −ρb )/dT , where ρa = ρa /ρa (300K), ρb = ρb /ρ( 300K)
) as a function of temperature and doping. The resistivity has been

normalized by its room temperature value to avoid uncertainty due to
geometric factors. Regions of highest intensity are those regions where
ρb appears to be insulator-like (dρb /dT < 0) while ρa remains metallic
(dρa /dT > 0). This behavior is clearly correlated with the nematic
phase between the structural and magnetic transitions. . . . . . . . .
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3.13 Temperature dependence of the inter-plane resistivity ρc (black) and inplane resistivity ρb (red) and ρa (green) of underdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
for cobalt concentrations from x = 0 to 0.051. Data are shown normalized by the room-temperature resistivity ρ(300K) to remove uncertainty in estimates of the absolute value due to geometric factors.
Measurements of ρa and ρb for each composition were made on the
same crystal and with the same contacts, as described in previous sections. Measurements of ρc were made for separate crystals using a
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3.14 Temperature dependence of the inter-plane resistivity ρc (black) and inplane resistivity ρa (green) of optimal and overdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
for Cobalt concentration from x = 0.07 to 0.184. Data are shown normalized by the room-temperature resistivity ρ(300K) to remove uncertainty in estimates of the absolute value due to geometric factors. . .
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4.1 (A) Schematic diagram of a piezoresistance measurement (upper panel)
and of a strain gauge measurement(lower panel). Details about the configuration are described in the supporting online materials. (B)(Upper)
The relative change of resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 ) of a BaFe2 As2 sample
and the strain measured by strain gauge on piezo (P = ∆L/L) as
a function of voltage at T = 140K. The strain and resistance were
measured along the [1 1 0]T direction of the crystal. (Lower) Same
set of data but η is plotted against P . The red line is a linear fit to
the data. (C)(D) The difference of the strain between zero applied
voltage and (C) Vp = 150V and (D) Vp = 50V . Dash lines indicate the
temperatures below which the strain is fully transmitted to the sample.
For low voltage this temperature window spans well above TS for all
compositions studied. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.2

(A) Representative data for BaFe2 As2 showing the relative change of
resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 ) as a function of strain (P = ∆L/L) at several
temperatures above TS . The nematic response was obtained by a linear
fit of the data near zero applied voltage ( −5 × 10−5 < p (V ) − p (0) <

1 × 10−4 , indicated by the vertical dashed lines). (B) Temperature

dependence of the nematic response dη/dP . Vertical line indicates the
structural transition temperature TS = 138K. Red line shows fit to
mean field model, described in the main text. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Temperature dependence of the nematic susceptibility of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
for various compositions(open symbols). Successive data sets are offset
vertically by 50 for clarity. Solid lines are fits based on a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory, taking into account an intrinsic built-in
strain, which is measured by η0 shown in inset figure. . . . . . . . . .
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Evolution of the nematic susceptibility (dη/d) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
as a function of temperature and doping. Structural, magnetic and
superconducting transition temperatures (TS ,TN and Tc ) are shown as
squares, triangles and circles. The mean field electronic nematic critical
temperature(T ∗ ) obtained from the fit to the data in Fig. 4.3 are shown
as open red stars. The evolution of nematic susceptibility and nematic
critical temperatures clearly indicates an electronic nematic quantum
phase transition occurs close to optimal doping. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Doping dependence of the parameters obtained from the numerical fit
based on the Ginzburg-Landau theory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Photograph of two representative crystals mounted on a piezo stack
used to apply in situ tunable strain. Two samples are mounted, corresponding to // [110]T (upper crystal) and // [100]T (lower crystal).
Red/black wires are the positive/negative voltage leads of the piezo.
The (0 0 1) surface of the crystal is exposed, enabling transport measurements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The discipline of condensed matter physics involves the study of systems that consist
of enormous numbers of particles. Due to correlation effects between these particles,
striking collective phenomena emerge. These phenomena often cannot be predicted
or understood by the physical laws that govern the behavior of the individual particles. One example is the occurrence of high temperature superconductivity, which
is also perhaps the most challenging phenomenon for physicist to understand. First
discovered in copper oxide materials in 1986[3], which show superconductivity at
temperatures of the order of 100K, more recently high temperature superconductivity has also been discovered in iron based materials[4], which show superconductivity
at temperatures as high as 55K[5]. For both classes of materials, the stoichiometric
parent compounds are almost always antiferromagnets rather than superconductors1 .
Superconductivity is induced by suppression of antiferromagnetic state by tuning parameters such as doping or pressure. Although the mechanism of high temperature
superconductivity is still under debate, intensive experimental studies revealed rich
and complicated x − T phase diagrams for both classes of materials. An important

consensus is that a coherent theory of high Tc superconductor also needs to explain the

“parent” electronic phases that are in the proximity of superconducting phase[6, 7].
The main goal of this thesis is to explore and understand the nature of the parent
1

Stoichiometric LiFeAs and NaFeAs are superconductors. However it has been argued that they
belong to the underdoped and overdoped part of the phase diagram.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram illustrates the crystal structure of BaFe2 As2 in the
tetragonal state. Lattice vectors are shown by red arrows.
phase of iron based superconductors.
There are various types of iron based superconductors, which can be divided into
two major categories: the iron pnictides and iron chalcogenides. These categories
can be further divided into several families of compounds based on their chemical
formulas and crystal structures. The common ingredient of the crystal structure of
all types of iron based superconductors is iron pnictide/chalcogenide layer. In this
layer pnictogens (As/P) or chalcogens (Se/Te) atoms sit either above or below the
center of iron square lattice, tetraherally coordinate the iron ions. For example, Fig.
1.1 shows the crystal structure of BaFe2 As2 , the parent compound of “122” class. It
can be seen that the iron arsenide layers are in between barium atoms. The barium
atoms donate electrons to FeAs planes and served as spacer layers, which are also
part of the crystal structure that varies among different families. However all the
electronic action, including superconductivity, takes place in the iron layers.
In general, the electronic properties of iron pnictides show a more metallic behavior
than iron chalcogenides, and also suffer less from the disorder effect of iron interstitials
or vacancies[8]. In this thesis I focus on the “122” iron pnictides family, in particular

3

Figure 1.2: Fermi surfaces of LaFeAsO based on density functional theory calculation.
Two concentric hole pockets are found at the Γ point and two electron pockets at the
M point of the Brillouin zone. (Reproduced from ref[1].)
the Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 system. The advantage of this system is that large single
crystals can be easily synthesized, and chemically the amount of cobalt substitution
is also well controlled.
The electronic structure of iron pnictides has been intensively studied theoretically
[9] and experimentally[10, 11]. The stoichiometric parent compound is a compensated
metal, containing equal number of electrons and holes. The Fermi surfaces comprise
quasi two dimensional cylinders with hole pockets at the center and electron pockets
at the corner of the Brillouin zone. In general the electronic structures of all the iron
pnictides are very similar, and the Fermi surface of LaFeAsO shown in Fig.1.2 is a
representative example. One important feature that can be found in this figure is
that the electron and hole Fermi surfaces can be fairly well nested by a wave vector
of (π, π)2 And this wave vector also happens to be the ordering wave vector of the colinear antiferromagnetic phase of the parent compounds[12]. It has been argued that
this antiferromagnetic phase is actually a spin-density wave driven by Fermi surface
nesting instability[13]. However experimental findings suggests that local magnetic
moments persist even in the paramagnetic state[14], which is inconsistent with a fully
itinerant picture. The reconstructed Fermi surfaces in the antiferromagnetic state
2

here we use the ”two iron” unit cell, in which there two inequivalent Fe atoms per unit cell,
distinguished by the alternating tetrahedral coordination of the pnictogen or chalcogen anions.
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Figure 1.3: Generic phase diagram of the iron arsenide superconductors as a function
of tuning parameter (composition,x, or pressure, P ). In underdoped regime at high
temperature the system is four-fold symmetric. As temperature decreases the crystal
structure first breaks into a two-fold symmetry, and at lower temperature antiferromagnetic order further breaks the translational symmetry. For some materials the
structural and magnetic transitions occur simultaneously, whereas for other they are
separated in temperature (as shown here). For the specific case of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
studied in this thesis, the structural transition is 2nd order for all compositions,
whereas the magnetic transition is first order for low Co concentration and second
order for higher Co concentration.
also cannot be described by a simple band-folding scenario[15]. A description based
on intermediate coupling might be more appropriate.
Suppression of the antiferromagnetic state by either applied pressure [16] or chemical doping [17, 18] results in superconductivity. It has been proposed that the spin
fluctuations associated with suppressed antiferromagnetism form the superconducting paring glue between the electron and hole pockets, and the associated pairing
symmetry is so called extended S± wave[19]. Spin resonance measured by inelastic neutron scattering support this proposal[20, 21]. However, unlike copper oxide
superconductors, the question about the existence and the location of line nodes in
superconducting gaps is far from clear. Experimental evidences suggest that the existence of line nodes depends on types of materials and even sensitively depends on the
chemical doping within a single family of the iron based superconductors[22, 23, 24].
One important challenge for the theory of superconductivity in this class of materials

5

is to reconcile this complex phenomenology[25].
The antiferromagnetic phase and superconducting phase are not the only two symmetry breaking phases of iron pnictides. Significantly, the antiferromagnetic transition is always preceded by or coincident with a tetragonal to orthorhombic structural
distortion[26, 27]. The evolution from orthorhombic antiferromagentic phase to superconductivity is depicted by a generic phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.3. The
separation of structural and magnetic transition leaves a finite temperature and doping range in the phase diagram, in which the crystal rotational symmetry is broken
without the formation of spatial periodic order. It has been soon proposed that the
structural orthorhombicity might not be the principle order parameter, and the phase
transition is actually driven by an instability in the electronic system. The theoretical proposals can be categorized into two school of thoughts based on their proposed
principle order parameters. (i) Anisotropy of the spin fluctuations[28, 29, 30]. (ii)
Polarization in dxz and dyz orbital[31, 32]. Although the microscopic mechanism of
the driving force is different, both models involve a spontaneously broken rotational
symmetry in the electronic degrees freedom. Borrowing the language from the field
of liquid crystal, we refer to such an order as electronic nematic phase.
Electronic systems with spontaneously organized orientational order have long
been investigated. Canonical examples include half filling Quantum Hall states[33],
the field induced metamagnetic state in Sr3 Ru2 O7 [34] and most recently the hidden
order state in URu2 Si2 [35], in which cases the crystal lattice’s fourfold symmetry
remains almost unperturbed yet the electronic ground states exhibit a strong twofold anisotropy.[36]. There is also some evidence of the existence of an electronic
nematic phase in underdoped cuprates[37, 38]. In particular, the recent observation
of a large in-plane anisotropy in the Nernst effect in YBa2 Cu3 O7−δ suggests that the
much-debated pseudo-gap phase is a rotational symmetry breaking phase[39].
The main goal of this thesis is to explore the rotational symmetry breaking phase of
iron arsenide superconductor using an experimental approach. In general, we applied
external stress field or magnetic field to perturb the system and read the response
through resistivity measurements.
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In chapter two, I will first present crystal synthesis, transport and thermodynamic characterization of the prototypical iron arsenide materials Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
. The detail measurements resolved the separation of magnetic and structural transition, and map out the temperature verses doping phase diagram, which forms the
basis of the following chapters. In order to access the intrinsic in-plane anisotropy
in the broken symmetry phase, we have developed two methods to align the twin
domains: using uni-axial stress and in-plane magnetic fields. Both will be described
in chapter three. Measurements of detwinned single crystals of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
revealed a large in-plane resistivity anisotropy, which persists above the structural
transition temperature and shows a striking non-monotonic doping dependence. The
anisotropy above the phase transition is due to fluctuations of broken symmetry state.
In chapter four I will describe how these fluctuations can be quantitatively measured
by applying an in-situ tunable strain, and in combination with a phenomenological
Ginzburg-Landau theory, how we are able to definitely show that the phase transition
is driven by a instability in the electronic system. In chapter five I discuss the nonmonotonic doping dependence of resistivity anisotropy, and how this could be related
to symmetry protected Dirac pockets that emerge due to Fermi surface reconstruction
in the antiferromagnetic.
The results presented in the thesis have been published in several references[40, 41,
42, 43, 44]. Additional related measurements performed by collaborators on crystal
grown as part of this thesis have also been published [2, 45, 46, 47].

Chapter 2
Materials Synthesis and Phase
Diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
In this chapter, I describe the materials synthesis of single crystal samples of the
electron-doped superconductor Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . I will also present data of thermodynamic and transport measurements on these samples, which delineate an x − T

phase diagram with a separated structural and magnetic phase transitions. The materials presented in this chapter is published in [40].

2.1

Introduction

BaFe2 As2 is a prototypical member of the new family of Fe-pnictides that play host
to high temperature superconductivity. The stoichiometric compound suffers a structural and antiferromagnetic transition at ∼ 140 K [17]. Suppression of the broken-

symmetry state by either applied pressure [16] or chemical doping [48, 18] results in
superconductivity, and one of the key questions associated with this entire class of
material is the role played by spin fuctuations associated with the incipient tendency
towards magnetism [19].
Initial work on chemical substitution in BaFe2 As2 focused on the hole-doped
material Ba1−x Kx Fe2 As2 [17]. In this case, it has been established that the structural/magnetic transition is totally suppressed for K concentrations above x = 0.4
7
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[49], whereas superconductivity appears for a wide range of concentrations from x =
0.3 to 1 [49]. It has also been shown that Co-substitution (i.e. Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 )
also suppresses the magnetic and structural transitions, eventually leading to superconductivity [18]. Co-doped BaFe2 As2 is especially attractive for two reasons. First,
from a fundamental point of view, this material allows an exploration of the interrelation between the structural/magnetic phase transitions with superconductivity in the
context of an electron-doped system. Secondly, from a more practical perspective,
crystal growth using cobalt does not suffer from the inherent difficulties associated
with using potassium. Cobalt has neither a large vapour pressure nor attacks the
quartz tubing used to encapsulate the growths. It is thus possible to obtain more
homogeneous crystals and more reproducible synthesis conditions than is otherwise
feasible for potassium-doped samples.
In this chapter we present results of resistivity, Hall coefficient, heat capacity and
susceptibility measurements of single crystal samples of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . We find
that the structural/magnetic phase transition which occurs at 134 K in BaFe2 As2 is
rapidly suppressed, and splits in to two successive phase transitions with increasing
Co concentration. The signatures of these two distinct phase transitions are relatively sharp, and it is unlikely that this effect is associated with phase separation
due to a variation in Co concentration across an individual sample. Superconductivity appears for Co concentrations 0.025 < x < 0.18, with a maximum Tc for a
Co concentration of x ∼ 0.06, coincident with the concentration at which the struc-

tural/magnetic phase transitions are suppressed below Tc . The apparent coexistence

of superconductivity with the broken-symmetry state on the underdoped side of the
phase diagram is unlikely to be due to phase separation due to Co inhomogeneity,
and mirrors what is seen for Ba1−x Kx Fe2 As2 [49]. These measurements establish an
essential symmetry between electron and hole doping of BaFe2 As2 , in which the appearance of superconductivity in both cases is clearly associated with suppression
of the magnetic/structural phase transitions. Nevertheless, there are some clear differences that emerge from this study. Specifically, Co-substitution is found to be
significantly more effective at suppressing the structural/magnetic phase transitions
than K-substitution, and the superconducting “dome” extends over a much smaller
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Figure 2.1: The Co concentration measured by electron microprobe analysis (EMPA)
verses the nominal melt composition.
range of doping. The resulting phase diagram is highly suggestive that superconductivity is intimately related to the presence of a quantum critical point associated with
suppression the structural and/or magnetic phase transitions.

2.2

Single Crystal Growth

Single crystals of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 were grown from a FeAs self flux methods [50, 18].
The FeAs precursor was synthesized by the reaction of Fe powders and As lumps. The
mixture was placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in an evacuated quartz ampoule,
then underwent a long heating cycle. It was ramped from room temperature to 600◦ C
at a speed of 25◦ C/hour, and then held at 600◦ C for 24 hours. Next it was ramped
to 700◦ C at a speed of 10◦ C/hour, and then held at 700◦ C for another 25 hours.
Finally it was ramped from 700◦ C to 900◦C at a speed of 20◦ C/hour, and then held
at 900◦C for 24 hours. After the whole heating procedures, the growth was cooled by
shutting off the furnace. The purpose of long temperature cycles is to avoid rupture
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of quartz ampoule by arsenic gas pressure. In order to reduce the risk of exposure to
the extreme toxicity of arsenic, the quartz ampoules were also contained by stainless
steal tubes, and the furnace is housed in an enclosure connected to a fume hood
ventilation system.
The synthesized FeAs and elemental Ba in the molar ratio 4:1 with additional
Co were placed in an alumina crucible and sealed in evacuated quartz tubes. The
mixture was heated to 1150◦C at a speed of 100◦ C/hour, and held for 24 hours.
The growth was then slowly cooling to 1000◦C at a speed less than 5◦ C/hour. At
1000◦ C the remaining flux was decanted using a centrifuge. The crystals have a
plate-like morphology, with the c-axis perpendicular to the plane of the plates, and
grow up to several millimeters on a side. The Co concentration was measured by
electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) using undoped BaFe2 As2 and elemental Co
as standards. Measurements were made at several locations on each sample. As
shown in Fig. 2.1, measured values were close to the nominal melt composition in all
cases, and the variation in Co concentration across individual samples was typically
characterized by a standard deviation of 0.15%. For instance, the Co concentration
corresponding to optimal doping is x = 0.061 ± 0.002.

2.3

Transport and Thermodynamic Measurements

The in-plane electrical resistivity (ρab ) was measured with a standard four-probe
configuration using a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System
(PPMS), and the results are summarized in Fig.2.2. Data are shown normalized
by the room temperature resistivity, ρab (300K), to remove uncertainty in estimates
of the absolute value due to geometric factors 1 . The anomaly associated with the
magnetic/structural phase transition in undoped BaFe2 As2 is clearly visible at 134
K. This feature changes from a sharp drop in the resistivity below the transition
temperature for BaFe2 As2 , to an abrupt upturn for Co-doped samples. The anomaly
1

Absolute values of ρab (300K) for three representative Co concentrations are 0.676 mΩcm (x=0,
undoped), 0.906 mΩcm (x=0.061, optimally doped), and 0.696 mΩcm (x=0.18, completely overdoped)
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Figure 2.2:
Temperature dependence of the in-plane (ρab ) resistivity of
Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . Data are shown normalized by the room temperature resistivity,
ρab (300K) , to remove uncertainty in estimates of the absolute value due to geometric
factors. Successive data sets are offset vertically by 0.1 for clarity (except for x = 0
data, which is offset by 1.4).
is clearly suppressed in temperature with increasing x. For samples with x > 0.035
superconductivity is evident from a sharp drop to zero in the resistivity, while the
anomaly associated with the structural/magnetic phase transition is still observable
in the normal state. As x increases beyond this value, the superconducting critical
temperature Tc (defined here as the midpoint of the resistive transition) increases,
whereas the magnetic/structural anomaly continues to be suppressed. Finally Tc
reaches the highest value of 24 K in the sample with x = 0.061 (“optimal” doping),
for which the normal state anomaly is no longer observable. Further increasing x
beyond this value results in an eventual suppression of superconductivity (“overdoping”). For the sample with x = 0.184, Tc is below our instrumental base temperature
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Figure 2.3: (a) Heat capacity data for four representative Co concentrations (x =
0, 0.016, 0.025, 0.036 and 0.061) showing the suppression of the structural/magnetic
phase transitions with increasing Co concentration. (b) Superconducting anomaly for
the sample with x = 0.061 shown as ∆C/T vs. T , where ∆C = CS − CN and CN
is estimated as described in the text from the heat capacity measured in an applied
field of 14 T. Data are shown for zero field, and for applied fields of 1, 3 and 5 T
along the c-axis.

of 1.8 K.
The suppression of the magnetic/structural phase transitions was also followed by
heat capacity, measured for single crystal samples by a relaxation technique using a
Quantum Design PPMS. Results are shown in Fig. 2.3(a) for four representative Co
concentrations. For undoped BaFe2 As2 , a sharp peak at 134 K marks the first order
structural/magnetic phase transition as reported previously [51]. With increasing
x both the transition temperature and the magnitude of the peak are rapidly suppressed, until the anomaly becomes almost unobservable for x > 0.036. In order to
provide an estimate of the phonon background, the heat capacity was also measured
for an optimally doped sample (i.e. x = 0.061, which is the smallest Co concentration
for which the magnetic/structural phase transition is totally suppressed). These data
were taken to lower temperature, revealing the superconducting anomaly. Data for
this particular Co-concentration are shown in Fig. 2.3(b) as ∆C/T vs. T , where ∆C
is the difference between the heat capacity in the superconducting state CS and the
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normal state CN . The latter quantity has been estimated over the plotted temperature range from measurements made in a field of 14 T applied along the c-axis. These
data indicate ∆C/Tc ≈ 23 (mJ/K2 mol) in zero field.

2.4

Phase Diagram

Careful inspection of the resistivity and heat capacity data shown in Fig.s 2.2 and
2.3 reveal that the single anomaly associated with the magnetic/structural phase
transition which is seen for undoped BaFe2 As2 splits in to two distinct features for the
Co-doped samples. In fig 2.4 we show the resistivity and heat capacity anomaly near
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of heat capacity, susceptibility, resistivity and Hall coefficient
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lines mark successive phase transitions, evident in all four physical properties.

these transitions for the undoped and two lightly doped samples. It is evident that
the single sharp downturn in BaFe2 As2 becomes two successive sharp changes in slope
in the resistivity of the lightly doped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . As for the heat capacity, the
single sharp first-order peak observed for undoped BaFe2 As2 , becomes two distinct
features, resembling a second order-like step followed by a lower temperature peak,
reminiscent of a broadened first-order transition.
To further investigate the apparent splitting of the structural/magnetic phase
transitions, magnetic susceptibility and Hall coefficient data were also measured. Results are shown in Fig 2.5 for two representative Co concentrations. Significantly,
both measurements indicate the presence of two distinct phase transitions for x > 0
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of the resistivity -dρ/dT . Heat capacity data are shown as ∆C, having subtracted the
background phonon contribution as described in the main text. Data for x = 0.025
and 0.036 have been multiplied by factors of 3 and 5 respectively for clarity.
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evidenced by distinct breaks in the slope of each quantity. In the case of the susceptibility, this effect is more clearly apparent as two peaks in the derivative d(χT )/dT 2 .
These data can be compared with the heat capacity measurements (right axis of the
upper panels), where we have explicitly subtracted the normal state heat capacity of
the optimal doped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 with x = 0.061 as described above, to provide
an estimate of the contribution to the heat capacity arising from the two phase transitions. The background subtracted heat capacity is in excellent agreement with the
derivative d(χT )/dT of the susceptibility, which is proportional to the heat capacity
near a second-order phase transition[52]. These data are also in excellent agreement
with the derivative of the resistivity dρ/dT . In short, all four measurements indicate
unambiguously the presence of two distinct phase transitions. It is very unlikely that
this splitting arises from Co inhomogeneity, which in it’s simplest form would cause
a continuous broadening rather than a distinct splitting of the two phase transitions.
Indeed, the presence of Co inhomogeneity can be inferred from the broadening of each
of these two phase transitions (Fig. 2.6), but this effect remains less than the actual
splitting.
Although the magnitude of the heat capacity anomalies associated with these
two phase transitions is rapidly suppressed for x > 0.036, nevertheless the close
correspondence between the heat capacity and the resistivity derivative can be used
to follow these phase transitions to even higher Co concentrations. Data for Co
concentrations up to x = 0.051 are shown in Figure 2.6. As can be seen, both
transitions, marked as α and β, are broadened with increasing Co concentration, but
the two specific features which can be associated with the critical temperatures for
x = 0.016, 0.025 and 0.036 remain visible in the resistivity derivative even for x =
0.045 and 0.051. For larger values of the Co concentration, no phase transitions are
evident above Tc .
Based on the measurements described above, we can establish a compositiontemperature (x − T ) phase diagram for Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 , shown in Fig. 2.7. Phase

boundaries delineate the successive phase transitions Tα , Tβ and Tc as described above.
2

Susceptibility data were smoothed using a linear interpolation and adjacent points averaging
before taking the derivative.
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−2
140

Figure 2.8: Identification of the phase transitions in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 (x = 0.025)
(a) T dependence of the [1 1 2]T powder line determined from x-ray diffraction.
(b) T dependence of integrated intensity (blue circles) of the [1 1 2]T nuclear peak
determined from ω − 2θ scans. Inset shows the Bragg profile T = 10K and 120K.
The solid black line is the heat capacity. (c) T dependence of the integrated intensity
(red circles) of the magnetic [1/2 1/2 1]T Bragg peak. Solid line is −dρ/dT (Figure
reproduced from ref.[2])
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In analogy to the oxy-pnictide CeFeAsO [53] it is tempting to speculate that the
upper transition Tα corresponds to the structural distortion, while the lower transition
Tβ corresponds to the SDW transition. In order to address this issue, subsequent
neutron and x-ray scattering measurements were performed and representative data
for x = 0.025 are shown in Fig. 2.8[2].
For a tetragonal to orthorhombic structural transition, the tetragonal [1 1 2] Bragg
peak splits into two peaks, corresponding to the orthorhombic [1 0 2] and [0 1 2]
Bragg peaks. Close to the phase transition when the splitting might be too small
to resolve, however the orthorhombicity of the lattice can still be track by the full
width half max of the original tetragonal [1 1 2] peak. As shown in Fig. 2.8, it
can be clearly seen that the broadening of tetragonal [1 1 2] Bragg peak onsets at
Tα . On the other hand, the intensity of [1/2 1/2 1] magnetic Bragg peak measured
by neutron scattering indicates the antiferromagnetically ordered moments, which
onsets at Tβ . The results of scattering measurements indeed confirmed that the
upper transition is the structural transition and the lower transition is the magnetic
transition. Same conclusion was also drawn from the measurements performed by
other research group[27].
The apparent coexistence of superconductivity with the broken symmetry states
on the underdoped side of the phase diagram raises the question of whether there
is macroscopic phase separation associated with a variation in the Co concentration.
For length scales above one micron this can be ruled out based on the microprobe
analysis. Specifically, the standard deviation in the cobalt doping is much smaller than
the range across which we observed this coexistence. From a materials viewpoint it
would also be surprising to find Co inhomogeneity on shorter length scales given the
large solid solubility. This does not, however, rule out the intriguing possibility of a
spontaneous phase separation in an otherwise homogeneous material. In this regard
susceptibility measurements provide some insight.
Susceptibility data were taken for representative Co concentrations on the underdoped and overdoped side of the phase diagram, as well as for an optimally doped
sample. These measurements were made for applied fields of 50 Oe, oriented in the
ab-plane, for both zero-field cooling and field cooling cycles. The measurements were
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Figure 2.9: Temperature dependence of susceptibility following zero-field cooling (zfc)
and field cooling (fc) cycles, for both single crystal and powdered samples for three
representative Co concentrations corresponding to x = 0.045 (underdoped), x = 0.061
(optimally doped) and x = 0.109 (overdoped). Measurements were made in a field of
50 Oe applied parallel to the ab-plane of the single crystals.
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then repeated for each sample after grinding to a fine powder to examine the role of
screening currents. The results of these measurements are shown in Fig 2.9. First we
consider the single crystal data (black data points). Field cooled values are relatively
small for each Co concentration, indicative of substantial flux trapping. However,
zero-field cooled values are large for both underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped cases indicating the presence of significant screening currents. These values
do not change substantially when the single crystals are ground to fine powders (red
data points) for the optimally doped and overdoped cases, but significantly the underdoped material has a substantially smaller value for the zfc susceptibility. It is clear
that the underdoped material is still a bulk superconductor. However, the ability
of the underdoped material to support screening currents is significantly reduced by
powdering. This effect might be related to the carrier concentration. Specifically, the
superfluid density will presumably be smaller for the underdoped material given the
coexistence with the SDW state, leading to larger values for the penetration depth.
In this case, it is possible that some fraction of the grains in the finely powdered
sample will have a size smaller than the penetration depth, reducing the zfc susceptibility. Equally, it is possible that powdering causes significant damage to the surface
of the resulting grains. The asymmetry of the superconducting dome might then lead
to a stronger suppression of superconductivity for underdoped relative to overdoped
samples. Most intriguingly, the lower zfc susceptibility might also reflect the presence
of intrinsic inhomogeneity on the underdoped side of the phase diagram, because the
percolating shielding currents do not encompass the entire sample. The current measurements are not sufficient to determine the origin of this rather dramatic effect on
the susceptibility. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is a substantial volume fraction
even in the underdoped region of the phase diagram, but that the superconductivity
is to some extent more fragile, at least to the effect of powdering.

2.5

Discussion

The phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.7 is highly suggestive of a scenario in which the
superconductivity is intimately related to the presence of a quantum critical point
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associated with the eventual suppression of the structural and magnetic phase transitions. For instance, similar phase diagrams are obtained for CePd2 Si2 [54] and UGe2
[55], for which antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phase transitions respectively can
be suppressed by applied pressure, and for which magnetic interactions are believed
to be responsible for both superconductivity and also non-Fermi liquid behavior in
the vicinity of the QCP. Clearly this needs to be investigated in greater detail. Nevertheless, this observation raises the question of whether a similar mechanism is at
work in the hole doped analog Ba1−x Kx Fe2 As2 , and more broadly for all of the superconducting Fe-pnictides. In the specific case of BaFe2 As2 , Co-doping is clearly
more effective at suppressing the magnetic/structural transitions than K-doping, but
it remains to be determined whether this is related to an asymmetry in the electronic
structure or to other possibilities.
After the publication of initial results presented in this chapter, several other
studies were reported and further deepened our understanding of this phase diagram.
Careful scattering and thermodynamic measurements resolved the separation of magnetic and structural transition by 0.7K for as grown parent compound BaFe2 As2 .
It was discovered that the magnetic transition is first order, and the structural transition is second order with the order parameter strongly coupled to magnetic order
parameter. Cobalt substitution not only increases the separation of structural and
magnetic transition, but also changes the first order magnetic transition to a second
order transition at the concentration x = 0.02.
The coexistence region of the phase diagram has also been intensively investigated. For example, x-ray scattering measurements revealed that the orthorhombic
lattice distortion decreases for temperatures below Tc . For doping concentration near
x = 0.063, the orthorhombic structure evolve smoothly back to tetragonal structures,
which indicates the broken symmetry states coexist and compete with superconductivity in a microscopic level[56]. The absolute values of superfluid density have also
been directly measured by our collaborators using magnetic force microscopy. The
results show that the superfluid density falls sharply in the underdoped side of the
dome, which is consistent with susceptibility data described above[24].
Finally, the possibility of an antiferromagnetic quantum critical point and its
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relation to superconductivity in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 system has been explored by NMR
measurements, in which they found evidence for a correlation between Tc and the
strength of (π, π) antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations for the overdoped region[57].
Doiron-Leyraud et. al. also analyzed the temperature dependence of resistivity of
overdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 , and found the strength of the linear term to scale with
the superconducting transition temperature Tc leading to a similar conclusion. The
possibility of a structural quantum critical point has recently be studied by Yoshizawa
et. al. using shear modulus measurements[58]. In chapter 4, I will discuss the
fluctuations associated with structural transition in the context of electronic nematic
phase transition.
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Chapter 3
In-Plane Resistivity Anisotropy of
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
The formation of structural twin domains prevents macroscopic experimental probes
from measuring the intrinsic in-plane electronic anisotropy. In this chapter I introduce
the techniques to dewtin single crystals of iron pnictides in-situ, and revealed a strikingly large resistivity anisotropy with intriguing doping and temperature dependence.
The materials presented in this chapter are published in ref[41, 42]

3.1

Introduction and Motivation

In previous chapter, the phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 has been discussed. One
important feature of the phase diagram is that within a specific region above the Neel
order transition boundary, the system’s C4 symmetry is broken into C2 symmetry by
structural orthorhombic distortion yet the crystal translational symmetry still preserves. It has been proposed that this structural distortion is driven by an electronic
phase transition[28, 30, 29, 59], perhaps due to orbital ordering[?, 32, 31, 60], or
fluctuating antiferromagnetism[28, 30]. In both proposals, a large in-plane electronic
anisotropy is anticipated in the ‘nematic’ state[61].
One difficulty with probing the in-plane electronic anisotropy of the iron arsenides
is that the material naturally forms dense structural twins below the orthorhombic
25
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transition at TS (Fig. 3.7A,B)[62, 63]. Measurements of twinned samples present only
an average of the intrinsic anisotropy, from which little detailed information can be
extracted. To overcome this challenge, we have successfully detwinned single crystals
of iron pnictides in-situ by either using an in-plane magnetic field or an uni-axial
stress. In this chapter we will present the methodology of both techniques, and then
focus on the in-plane resistivity anisotropy results obtained by the uni-axial stress
experiments.

3.2

Detwinning Single Crystals by a In-plane Magnetic Field

3.2.1

Motivation

In 2002, Lavrov and coworkers performed a series of magnetotransport measurements
accompanied by direct optical imaging on lightly doped La2−x Srx CuO4 which has an
orthorhombic transition around 450K, showing that it can be detwinned by a 14T
magnetic field [64]. Encouraged by this result, we have explored the possibility of affecting the structural/magnetic domains of iron pnictides in a similar manner, choosing Co-doped BaFe2 As2 as a starting point. In this section, we show via a combination
of angle-dependent magnetoresistance(MR) measurements and direct optical images
how magnetic fields can be used to partially detwin underdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 .

3.2.2

Experimental Methods

Single crystals of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 were grown from a self flux, as described previously. Electrical contacts were made in a standard four-point configuration, with
current contacts across the ends of the crystal, and voltage contacts on the exposed (001) surface. Angle-dependent magnetotransport measurements were made
in fields up to 14T. All the measurements were performed with both current and
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field parallel to the FeAs plane. Samples were cut into bar shapes of typical dimension 1mm×0.2mm×0.05mm and the crystal axes determined by x-ray diffraction1 .
Except for the first set of experiments shown in Fig 3.1, for which we deliberately
varied the current orientation, all the measurements were taken with current along
the orthorhombic a/b direction. Optical measurements were performed in a superconducting magnet cryostat, in which the field could be varied between 0 and 10T. The
sample was illuminated with linearly polarized light, and viewed through an almost
fully crossed polarizer in order to maximize the contrast of birefringence between
neighboring domains. An aspheric objective lens with a numerical aperture (NA) =
0.68 was placed inside the cryostat to focus polarized lights onto the sample. The
sample was positioned inside the cryostat using piezo-electric slip-stick positioners,
and mounted in an identical manner for both transport and optical measurements in
such a way as to minimize external stress.

3.2.3

Results

For the first set of experiments, samples of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 were cut such that the
direction of the current varied with respect to the crystal axes. Representative data
are shown in fig. 3.1 for x=2.5% with current running along the orthorhombic [100]
and [010] direction (sample A) and along the orthorhombic [110] direction (sample
B). The configuration is illustrated schematically below each panel. At 84K, which is
below both the structural and magnetic transitions for this cobalt concentration(TS =
99±0.5K and TN = 93±0.5K respectively[2]), we applied 14T and rotated the field
within the FeAs plane to measure the resistivity as a function of angle. The angledependent MR of sample A is shown in the polar plot fig. 3.1(a). It has a two-fold
symmetry (as reported previously by Wang et al.[50]), with a positive MR for fields
aligned parallel to the current, and negative when the field is perpendicular to the
current. The angle dependent MR of sample B is shown in the polar plot fig. 3.1(b).
It also has a two-fold symmetry, but the magnitude is much smaller and the angle is
shifted by 45 degrees. Clearly the two-fold MR is tied to the crystal axes and not to
1

The susceptibility of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 is typically very small (∼ 10−3 emu/mol), therefore the
difference in demagnetization along different directions is negligible.
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Figure 3.1: The in-plane magnetoresistance ∆ρab /ρab (%) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for x
= 2.5% for two specific current orientations (sample A and B). The angle independent
part of the magnetoresistance for sample B has been subtracted for clarity. The data
were taken at 84K, below both TS and TN for this cobalt concentration. The geometry
of the measurement is indicated below each panel. Both current and field are in the
ab-plane, and the angle of the magnetic field is measured relative to the current
direction. For sample A current is applied parallel to the orthorhombic a/b axis,
whereas for sample B current is applied at 45 degree to the orthorhombic a/b axis.
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Figure 3.2: (Color online) The angle dependent magnetoresistance (ρab (θ, 14T ) −
ρab )/ρab (where ρab is the average of ρab (θ, 14T ) over θ) as a function of angle and
temperature of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for (a) x =3.6% and (b) x = 2.5%. The magnitude
of MR is indicated by the color scale. Vertical lines indicate TS and TN as determined
for these samples by the derivative of the resistivity (shown above each panel).
the current orientation.
To investigate the origin of this angle-dependent MR, we performed a detailed
temperature dependent map close to the magnetic and structural transition temperatures. Representative data for x = 2.5% and 3.6% , in a 14T magnetic field and
using the “Sample A” configuration ( i.e. current along orthorhombic a/b axis) are
shown in Fig.3.2. These data are shown together with the temperature derivative of
resistivity, which can be used to determine the two transition temperatures [2][27].
The magnitude of the two-fold MR clearly rises sharply as the samples are cooled
below TN , although a very weak signal is visible up to almost TS for the higher
cobalt concentrations.
2

2

Variation in the absolute value of the MR for different samples with the same Co concentration
indicates that the extent of the partial detwinning effect that we observe depends sensitively on
extrinsic parameters, including strain. Consequently, we do not associate any significance to the
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Figure 3.3: Representative magnetoresistance data forBa(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 as a function
of field and angle for x = 1.6% at T = 80K (panels (a) and (b)) and T = 20K (panels
(c) and (d)). For all cases the current is aligned parallel to orthorhombic a/b axes
and field is applied parallel to the ab plane (i.e. sample A configuration). For field
sweeps, the magnetic field was swept from 0 to 14T, then 14 to -14T, then back to 0T
following an initial zero-field cool. Data were taken for fields aligned parallel (red)
and perpendicular (green) to the current. Angle sweeps were performed in a field of
14T following an initial zero-field cool. Data were taken continuously as the angle
was increased from 0 to 360 degrees and then back to zero. The nonzero offset in (c)
and (d) results from a slight mixing of out of plane field component due to a small
sample misalignment.
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To further investigate this effect, MR measurements were performed as a function
of angle and field down to even lower temperatures. Representative data for x =
1.6% are shown in Fig. 3.3. For temperatures close to TN , the MR follows an almost
perfect sinusoidal angle-dependence with minimal hysteresis as the angle between the
field and the current is swept from 0 degrees to 360 degrees and back to 0 again (Fig.
3.3(b)). The MR follows a B 2 field dependence for the entire field range, with a slight
indication of some small hysteresis as the field is cycled back to zero (Fig. 3.3(a)).
Upon cooling to lower temperatures (for instance to 20K, as shown in panels (c)
and (d) of Fig. 3.3), the field dependence of the MR develops an apparent threshold
behavior, evidenced by a distinct upward (downward) kink in the MR for fields parallel
(perpendicular) to the current. The MR also develops a substantial hysteresis. Both
effects are also evident in the angle dependence of the MR (Fig. 3.3(d)), which
develops distinct shoulders, presumably related to the threshold behavior observed in
the field dependence. The absolute value of the MR in 14T is comparable at the two
temperatures shown. It is therefore unlikely that the predominant effect arises from
orbital motion of the conduction electrons, which is ordinarily suppressed at higher
temperatures according to Kohler’s rule [65]. Rather, the behavior shown in Fig. 3.3
is indicative of field-driven changes in the sample. The angle dependence implies that
the projection of the applied field on to specific crystal orientations must exceed a
specific threshold value to induce these changes at low temperatures.
The changes described above appear to be thermally assisted, such that the associated relaxation after the field is cycled to zero is much slower (essentially frozen
on laboratory time scales) at lower temperatures, resulting in a larger hysteresis.
Evidence supporting this view can be obtained from time-dependent measurements.
Figure 3.4 shows resistivity data as a function of time for a sample with x = 1.6%
. The sample was cooled from above Ts to 2 K in a field of 14 T (with the field
parallel to the current, following the Sample A configuration), at which temperature
the field was cycled to zero. The sample was then warmed to various temperatures
(data are shown for 5 and 10 K, in Fig 3.4) and the resistivity measured as a function
of time. Clear evidence for relaxation is observed, with a relaxation time that grows
difference in the MR between samples with different Co concentrations.
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Figure 3.4: Time dependence of the resistivity for a representative sample with x =
1.6% , revealing thermal relaxation of the field-induced changes in the resistivity. The
sample was initially cooled to 2 K in 14 T, before the field was cycled to zero. The
sample was then warmed to (a) 5 K and (b) 10 K, and the resistivity measured as a
function of time after the temperature had stabilized. Data are fit by an exponential
relaxation, with resulting time constants of 3.3 ± 1.8 × 103 and 1.8 ± 0.4 × 103 s
respectively.

with decreasing temperature.
In order to maximize the field-induced changes in the resistivity, samples can be
cooled through the structural/magnetic transitions in an applied magnetic field. Representative data are shown in Fig. 3.5 for x = 1.6% and 2.5% for fields applied both
parallel and perpendicular to the current (still employing the Sample A configuration). Measurements were taken while cooling in an applied field of 14 T (field cool
FC), and then while warming in zero field (zero field warm, ZFW) after cycling the
field to zero at base temperature. The resistivity difference induced by field cooling
along one orientation can be as large as 5% at low temperature, even after the field is
cycled to zero. The FC MR and ZFW resistivity difference for the two field configurations are also plotted in (b) and (d) for the two cobalt concentrations. The sign of
MR for the two field orientations is opposite, and the absolute value appears to follow
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Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence of the resistivity for representative samples with
x = 1.6% (panels (a) and (b)) and x = 2.5% (panels (c) and (d)). Data were taken
during an initial field cool (FC) in 14T, after which the field was cycled to zero and
the resistivity measured in zero field while warming (ZFW). The current is aligned
parallel to the a/b orthorhombic axes, and the field applied either parallel (red) or
perpendicular (green) to the current. For comparison, data are also shown for the
same samples while cooled in zero field (ZFC). The FC MR ((ρF C − ρZF C )/ρZF C )
and ZFW resistivity difference induced by field cooling ((ρZF W − ρZF C )/ρZF C ) for
the two field configurations are also plotted in (b) for x = 1.6% and (d) for x = 2.5%
. Vertical lines indicate TS and TN .

the magnetic order parameter, developing rapidly below TN . A positive background
in the FC MR data can be observed for both orientations, the magnitude of which
increases as temperature is decreased, which is likely due to the ordinary metallic MR.
In contrast, the resistivity difference of ZFW cycles appears to be rather symmetric.
Its magnitude converges rapidly as the temperature is increased, consistent with the
thermally assisted relaxation described above, and with the hysteresis effect observed
in field sweeps as a function of temperature.
Direct optical measurements were also performed to observe the twinning domains
on the surface of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . Representative images of a 2.5% sample at T
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Figure 3.6: Representative optical images of a Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 sample for x =
2.5%, revealing the partial detwinning effect of an in-plane magnetic field. The images
(obtained as described in the main text) were taken at T = 40K below both TS and
TN . The initial image (a) was taken in zero field, following a zero field cool from
above TN . The field was then swept to 10T, at which field the second image (b)
was taken. Horizontal intensity profiles, shown below each image, were calculated
by integrating vertically over the image area after background subtraction and noise
filtering. Boundaries between domains were estimated as described in the main text,
resulting in an estimate of the relative fraction of the two domains indicated by
black and white stripes below the figures. The field, which was oriented along the
orthorhombic a/b axes, has clearly moved the twin boundaries, favoring one set of
twin domains (light) over the other (dark).
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= 40K are shown in Fig.3.6. Data were taken in zero field, and also after sweeping
to 10 T. The presence of vertical stripes in both images indicates that the sample
was twinned in zero and 10 T field. However, the relative density of the two domains
is changed by application of the magnetic field. To track the difference of domain
distributions, we plot the intensity profile across the boundaries, since the intensity
depends on the crystal axes’ orientation with respect to the light polarization. The
twinning boundaries between two adjacent domains can then be determined from the
maximum of the derivative of the intensity, from which we calculate the percentage
of the volume of the domains of high intensity (f = Vb /(Va + Vb)). For the two images
shown in Fig.3.6, f increases from 54 ± 1% to 61 ± 1% a difference ∆f = 7% upon

application of 10 T. Several regions in the optical images were analyzed, yielding

percentage differences ∆f ranging from 5% to 15% . Despite the large range in ∆f ,
which is due to the spatial variation of domain distribution, it is always positive,
providing convincing evidence for partial field-induced detwinning.

3.2.4

Discussion

The origin of the detwinning effect described above is presumably related to the
anisotropic in-plane susceptibility(χa 6= χb ) that must develop below TN , and indi-

cates a substantial magnetoelastic coupling. Since the magnetic structure is colinear, with moments oriented along the long a-axis (referred to the orthorhombic unit
cell)[2], we can anticipate that χb > χa . In this case, fields oriented along the a/b axis
of a twinned crystal will favor domains with the b-axis oriented along the field direc-

tion. Therefore for currents applied along the a/b axis and fields parallel to the current, the resistivity comprises a larger component of ρb than ρa . For fields aligned perpendicular to the current the opposite is true. Assuming Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 posesses
the generic anisotropic susceptibility of collinear antiferromagnets, the observation of
a positive MR for fields aligned parallel to the current, in concert with the relatively
small degree of partial detwinning evidenced from optical images, implies a substantial in-plane resistivity anisotropy below TN with ρa < ρb . This result is consistent
with the mechanical detwin experiments described in next section.
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Figure 3.7: (A) Diagram of the crystal structure of BaFe2 As2 in the antiferromagnetic
state. The magnetic moments on the iron sites point in the a-direction, and align antiparallel along the longer a-axis, and parallel along the shorter b-axis. (B) Diagram
illustrating a twin boundary between two domains that form on cooling through the
structural transition at Ts. Dense twinning in macroscopic crystals obscures any
in-plane electronic anisotropy in bulk measurements. (C) Diagram of the device
used to detwin single crystals in situ. The sample is held sandwiched between a
cantilever and a substrate, with a screw in the center of the cantilever to adjust the
uni-axial pressure. The (0 0 1) surface of the crystal is exposed, enabling transport
measurements.

3.3
3.3.1

Detwinning Single Crystals by a Uni-axial Stress
Cantilever Detwinning Device

Single crystals of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 were detwinned in situ using a simple cantilever
device. Fig. 3.7C shows a schematic diagram of the device and Fig. 3.8 shows a
photograph of a representative crystal held in the device. Crystals were cut such
that the orthorhombic a and b axes were aligned parallel to the direction of applied
stress. The entire (0 0 1) face of the crystal is exposed, leaving access for a range of
measurements. The beryllium-copper cantilever is fixed at one end, and rests lightly
on the side of the crystal, which stands vertically against a supporting edge of the
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Figure 3.8: Photograph of the device used to detwin single crystals in situ. A representative sample is held sandwiched between a cantilever and a substrate, with a
screw in the center of cantilever to adjust the uni-axial pressure. The (0 0 1) surface
of the crystal is exposed, enabling transport measurements.

anodized aluminum base. A screw midway along the length of the cantilever enables
the downwards force on the crystal to be continuously varied. The deflection of the
cantilever can be measured in an optical microscope, allowing a crude estimate of the
uni-axial stress. For the example shown in Fig. 3.8 the pressure is approximately
5MPa,, small enough that the critical temperature associated with the Neel order
(TN ) is unaffected, the device is able to almost fully detwin underdoped crystals,
revealing the previously hidden in-plane electronic anisotropy.

3.3.2

Efficacy of the Detwinning Device

Evidence of the efficacy of this method for detwinning can be obtained from high resolution x-ray diffraction measurements. Measurements were carried out on beamline
4-ID-D at the Advanced Photon Source using a focused beam (∼110µm and ∼200µm
in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively) of 20 keV photons in a highly
asymmetric reflection geometry. In this geometry the angle of incidence measured
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Figure 3.9: (A) Splitting of the (-2 -2 20) Bragg peak (referenced to the tetragonal
lattice) at 40 K for a sample with x = 0.025 under uni-axial pressure, as revealed
by high-resolution x-ray diffraction. The two dimensional surface is formed by interpolating between Gaussian fits to a dense mesh of points from h-k scans. Each
peak corresponds to one of the two twin domains. The relative volume fraction of
the larger domain, corresponding to the shorter b-axis aligned parallel to the applied
stress, is approximately 86% . (B) Polarized-light image of the surface of an unstressed BaFe2 As2 crystal at 5K without applying uni-axial pressure. Vertical light
and dark stripes reveal the existence of twin domains with a and b axes reversed. (C)
Polarized-light image on the surface of the same crystal under uni-axial pressure at
5K. The absence of stripes indicates the applied pressure has detwinned the crystal.

from the crystal surface was always kept close to ∼5 degrees. The use of high en-

ergy x-rays guaranteed penetration deep in to the bulk while a near grazing incidence

assured illumination of a large area (> 1 mm × 0.3 mm) of the crystal. Since the
crystal size was small (∼ 2mm × 2mm plate, <0.3mm thick) the probed volume is
representative of the entire crystal.

Data shown in Fig. 3.9A reveal the splitting of the (-2 -2 20) Bragg peak (with
respect to the tetragonal lattice) in the orthorhombic state of a crystal with composition x = 0.025 held under uni-axial pressure with the cantilever. Note that domain
population with the b-axis along the applied stress increases while that of the a-axis
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domains decreases. As a result, when the stress direction (horizontal) is orthogonal
to the scattering plane (vertical) primarily the a-axis oriented domains are observed.
Comparison of the integrated intensity of the two peaks yields a relative volume fraction of 86% of the twin orientation with the shorter b-axis along the applied stress.
Direct optical images were also taken to confirm this result. Optical images were
obtained in a cold finger, sample-in-vacuum cryostat. A 0.55 numerical aperture (NA)
objective lens outside the cryostat was used for imaging the sample, which was illuminated with broadband, linearly polarized visible (‘white’) light, with the polarizer
aligned approximately 45 degrees to the orthorhombic a/b-axes. The reflected light
was analyzed using an almost fully crossed polarizer to maximize the contrast of birefringence between the two twin orientations. Representative images of a BaFe2 As2
sample surface at 5K are shown for the relaxed cantilever (Fig. 3.9(B)) and strained
cantilever (Fig. 3.9(C)). Stripes associated with the twin domains are clearly visible
for the unstrained crystal, but these have completely disappeared for the strained
sample.

3.4

Stress Dependence Measurement

In order to address the effect of in-plane stress on structural and magnetic transition,
the resistivity was systematically measured as a function of the magnitude of the
applied stress. Representative results for a sample with 2.5 % Cobalt doping are shown
in Fig 3.10. The resistivity was measured for a configuration in which the current
was aligned along the uni-axial stress direction, revealing the b-axis resistivity for
temperatures below Ts . The magnitude of the applied stress was varied by successively
releasing the stress-adjustment screw in the detwinning device by small increments
between each measurement. For zero applied stress, two clear features can be seen in
the first derivative of the resistivity at 94.5K and 99K which are associated with the
SDW and structural transitions respectively. As the stress is progressively increased,
the resistivity below the structural transition increases and eventually saturates for a
given temperature, indicating that the sample is fully detwinned. The sharp feature
associated with the structural transition becomes increasingly broadened as the stress
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Figure 3.10: Representative data illustrating the variation in the temperature dependence of the b-axis resistivity as a function of the external stress for a sample with
2.5 % Cobalt doping. The magnitude of the stress, which is aligned along the current
direction, is tuned as described in the main text. Lower panel shows the resistivity normalized by its room temperature value. Upper panel shows the temperature
derivatives of the resistivity (successive data sets are shifted for clarity). The sharp
feature associated with the SDW transition is essentially unaffected by the external stress. However, the clear feature observed in the resistivity that is associated
with the structural transition for an unstressed crystal is progressively broadened by
applied pressure, due to the finite nematic susceptibility above TS .
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is increased, and the resistivity deviates from its zero-stress value at a temperature
well above TS , indicating that the sharp phase transition observed under ambient
conditions has been replaced by a cross-over. This behavior is analogous to the case
of a ferromagnet cooled through its Curie temperature in a finite external magnetic
field, and is indicative of a substantial nematic susceptibility above TS . In contrast,
the sharp feature associated with the SDW transition is essentially unaffected by the
applied stress.

3.5

Results of In-Plane Resistivity Anisotropy

Resistivity data were collected for detwinned samples as a function of temperature.
Eight representative cobalt concentrations were measured, from the undoped parent
compound x = 0 through to fully overdoped composition (x = 0.085). Representative
data for each of these compositions are shown in Fig. 3.11. Measurements were made
for currents applied parallel and perpendicular to the applied stress, yielding ρb (in
red) and ρa (in green), respectively.
Inspection of Fig. 3.11 reveals that ρb > ρa for all underdoped compositions, which
is somewhat counterintuitive. Given that the a-axis lattice constant is larger than that
of the b-axis, the smaller orbital overlap along the a-axis would ordinarily give rise to
a higher resistivity, all else being equal. Equally, the collinear spin arrangement below
TN comprises rows of spins that are arranged ferromagnetically along the b-axis, and
antiferromagnetically along the a-axis (Fig. 3.7A). Scattering from spin fluctuations
would ordinarily result in a higher resistivity along the antiferromagnetic a-direction.
Our observation therefore indicates a more complex situation, and provides a strong
constraint for theoretical models of the electronic structure in the orthorhombic state.
The degree of in-plane anisotropy can be characterized by the ratio ρb /ρa , which is
shown as a color scale in Fig. 3.12A. The anisotropy varies with temperature and
composition, but reaches a maximum value close to two for 0.03 ≤ x ≤ 0.04 at low
temperatures, in the neighborhood of the beginning of the superconducting dome.

In contrast, the overdoped composition x = 0.085, which remains tetragonal for all
temperatures, reveals no in-plane anisotropy.
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Figure 3.11: Temperature dependence of the in-plane resistivity ρa (green) and ρb
(red) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for Co concentrations from x = 0 to 0.085. Solid and
dashed vertical lines mark critical temperatures for the structural and magnetic phase
transitions TS and TN respectively. Values of TN for stressed samples, obtained from
the peak in the derivative of the resistivity, are identical to those found for unstressed
samples, indicating that the uni-axial pressure serves as a weak symmetry breaking
field to orient twin domains without affecting the bulk magnetic properties. The uniaxial stress does, however, affect the superconducting transitions in some underdoped
samples, inducing a partial superconducting transition for x = 0.016 and 0.025, which
are not observed for unstressed crystals. Diagrams in the right-hand panel illustrate
how measurements of ρa and ρb were made. Dark arrows indicate the direction in
which uni-axial pressure was applied, and smaller arrows indicate the orientation of
the a and b crystal axes. In all cases, the same samples and the same contacts (shown
in gold for a standard 4-point configuration) were used for both orientations.
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Figure 3.12: (A) Evolution of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy as a function of
temperature and doping, expressed in terms of the resistivity ratio ρb /ρa . Structural,
magnetic and superconducting critical temperatures, shown as circles, squares and
triangles respectively. Significantly, the resistivity ratio deviates from unity at a
considerably higher temperature than TS , indicating that nematic fluctuations extend
far above the phase boundary. (B) The difference in the temperature derivative of ρa
and ρb (d(ρa − ρb )/dT , where ρa = ρa /ρa (300K), ρb = ρb /ρ( 300K) ) as a function of
temperature and doping. The resistivity has been normalized by its room temperature
value to avoid uncertainty due to geometric factors. Regions of highest intensity are
those regions where ρb appears to be insulator-like (dρb /dT < 0) while ρa remains
metallic (dρa /dT > 0). This behavior is clearly correlated with the nematic phase
between the structural and magnetic transitions.
The temperature dependence of the resistivity (Fig.3.11) is especially striking. At
high temperatures, the resistivity is isotropic and starts off as almost linear. For
currents running in the b-direction the resistivity deviates from this behavior at a
temperature significantly above TS and increases steeply with decreasing temperature. This insulator-like behavior is cut off near TN for the lowest doping levels, but
extends to much lower temperatures for larger cobalt concentrations. In contrast,
for currents flowing in the a direction, the resistivity behaves similarly to a normal
metal, continuing to decrease with decreasing temperature over the entire temperature range, except for a small jump near TN . The superconducting transition at the
lowest temperatures causes both ρa and ρb to drop to zero. The difference of the
temperature derivatives of ρb and ρa (normalized by the room temperature value)
shown in Fig. 3.12B, reveals a strong correlation with the orthorhombic distortion.
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The composition dependence of the anisotropy in the in-plane resistivity (Fig.
3.12A and B) is in stark contrast to that of the structural anisotropy that develops
below TS . The orthorhombic distortion, characterized by the ratio of in-plane lattice
constants, has a maximum value for x=0 at low temperature of (a−b)/(a+b) = 0.36%,
and decreases monotonically with increasing cobalt concentration[66]; whereas the
resistivity anisotropy is a non-monotonic function of doping, exhibiting a maximum
near the beginning of the superconducting dome. These contrasting behaviors suggest
that the itinerant electrons do not passively follow the lattice distortion. Rather,
it appears that the material suffers an underlying electronic phase transition that
profoundly affects the low energy excitations near the Fermi level, and in a manner
that is much less apparent in the response of the crystal lattice.
Significantly, the resistivity anisotropy is evident for temperatures well above TS .
Even though the crystal symmetry is tetragonal in this temperature range, the uniaxial stress applied by the cantilever breaks the 4-fold symmetry in the basal plane.
The external symmetry-breaking field induces a non-zero order parameter above the
critical temperature, smoothing the divergent behavior associated with the critical
point observed under ambient conditions[67]. The increasing anisotropy for temperatures approaching TS reveals that the nematic susceptibility is diverging at the critical
temperature, providing compelling evidence that the resistivity anisotropy is due to
a real phase transition at TS in the zero stress limit. There is no evidence in either
thermodynamic or transport properties for a third phase transition above TS .
Co-doped BaFe2 As2 was chosen for this initial study because the structural and
magnetic transition are clearly separated in temperature, and the material can be
readily tuned in a controlled and reproducible fashion. However, given the rather
generic phase diagram found in this family of compounds, it is possible that the
observed anisotropy is quite general to underdoped iron-pnictides. For example, recent STM measurements also reveal a significant electronic anisotropy of Co-doped
CaFe2 As2 at low temperatures[68].
Following the research works presented in this chapter, our collaborators have
modified the detwinning device and successfully performed optical conductivity and
angle resolved photoemission measurements on detwinned single crystals of Co doped
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BaFe2 As2 [46, 45, 47]. It was found that the anisotropy persists up to high energy in
optical conductivity, and the photoemission data showed a significant splitting of dxz
and dyz orbitals in energy.
Resistivity anisotropy measurement has also been extended to the hole doped side
of the phase diagram. Surprisingly, the anisotropy was found to be vanishingly small
in underdoped Ba1−x Kx Fe2 As2 , and even reverse sign, i.e. ρb < ρa , as the doping
is increased towards optimal doping[69, 70]. The large in-plane resistivity anisotropy
of electron doped compounds and the sign reversal in hole doped compounds have
been consistently explained by models based on anisotropic spin fluctuations[71] and
orbital order[72].

3.6

c-axis Resistivity

In addition to the in-plane resistivity measurements described previously, we also performed c-axis resistivity measurements in order to obtain a complete determination of
the temperature-dependence of all of the terms in the resistivity tensor. These data
also demonstrate that there is no significant mixing of the c-axis resistivity in our
in-plane measurements. The temperature dependence of the inter-plane resistivity ρc
was measured for cobalt concentrations from x = 0 to 0.18 using a quasi-Montgomery
technique. Representative data are shown in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 for underdoped
and overdoped samples respectively. Single crystals were cut into slabs with approximate dimensions (0.3 - 0.6)×(0.3 - 0.6)×(0.2 - 0.8)mm3 and large current and voltage
pads mounted on the top and the bottom surfaces. The absolute value of the room
temperature c-axis resistivity ranged from 0.5 - 1.5 mΩcm, with considerable sampleto-sample variation for any given Co concentration. This variation is a consequence
of the relatively small inter-plane anisotropy (ρc /ρab < 5), which makes the aspect
ratio of the equivalent isotropic crystal slightly too small to accurately extract the
c-axis resistivity. (The equivalent isotropic crystal is a hypothetical isotropic crystal
which would give the same resistances as those measured for the actual anisotropic
sample, and is obtained by multiplying the c-axis dimension by the square root of
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Figure 3.13: Temperature dependence of the inter-plane resistivity ρc (black) and
in-plane resistivity ρb (red) and ρa (green) of underdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for
cobalt concentrations from x = 0 to 0.051. Data are shown normalized by the roomtemperature resistivity ρ(300K) to remove uncertainty in estimates of the absolute
value due to geometric factors. Measurements of ρa and ρb for each composition were
made on the same crystal and with the same contacts, as described in previous sections. Measurements of ρc were made for separate crystals using a quasi-Montgomery
technique.
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the resistivity anisotropy. The aspect ratio of the isotropic crystal should ideally approach those of a matchstick sample for a good measurement of the c-axis resistivity.)
However, even though we cannot completely eliminate the possibility of in-plane resistivity mixing in these c-axis data due to the above mentioned difficulty, the very
different temperature dependence of these data already implies that the actual c-axis
resistivity has a different temperature dependence to the in-plane component. Specifically, inspection of the normal state resistivity (above TS , TN and Tc ), reveals that
the c-axis resistivity has a negative temperature gradient at room temperature for
all cobalt concentrations. This is in sharp contrast to the in-plane resistivity, which
always has a positive temperature gradient at room temperature. Details of the the
temperature dependence of the inter-plane resisitivity vary slightly from sample to
sample for any given Co concentration (for example, the location of the broad maximum of the resistivity in the normal state shows some variation between samples
with the same Co concentration, depending on the relative thickness of the crystal
measured), which is again due to the above mentioned difficulty, however the overall
trend is clear and is in broad agreement with the recent measurements[73].

ρ/ρ(300K)
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Figure 3.14: Temperature dependence of the inter-plane resistivity ρc (black) and inplane resistivity ρa (green) of optimal and overdoped Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for Cobalt
concentration from x = 0.07 to 0.184. Data are shown normalized by the roomtemperature resistivity ρ(300K) to remove uncertainty in estimates of the absolute
value due to geometric factors.
Significantly, based on our c-axis resistivity data, it is clear that there is not any
significant c-axis mixing in the in-plane resistivity measurements described in the
main article, since this would result in a different temperature dependence up to
room temperature, which is not observed. In addition, measurements of the in-plane
resistivity for unstressed crystals (performed before and after the pressure dependent
experiments) reveal exactly the same temperature dependence as measurements made
for thin, long-bar shape twinned crystals, and indeed are the same as previously
published data from several different groups, demonstrating that differences in c-axis
mixing due to sample geometry are minimal and do not affect any of the in-plane
measurements described in this chapter.

Chapter 4
Divergent Nematic Susceptibility
Measured by a Tunable Strain
In this chapter I show how measurement of the divergent nematic susceptibility of
an iron pnictide superconductor unambiguously distinguishes an electronic nematic
phase transition from a simple ferroelastic distortion. These measurements also reveal
an electronic nematic quantum phase transition at the composition with optimal
superconducting transition temperature. The materials presented in this chapter
were published in ref[44].

4.1

Introduction and Motivation

In previous chapter we have described results of resistivity anisotropy of detwinned
single crystals of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . The strikingly large resistivity anisotropy and
together with its unusual temperature doping dependence, is highly suggestive of the
existence of an electronic nematic phase transition. An electronic nematic phase transition refers to a phase transition in which the electronic system self-organizes with
orientational order without forming spatial periodic order[61]. For crystalline systems,
such a nematic transition breaks a discrete rotational symmetry of the crystal lattice
without altering the existing translational symmetry. However, one of the key doubts
accompanied by the experiment described in chapter 3 is that the crystal lattice of
49
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these two systems does not retain a fourfold symmetry, i,e, an orthorhombic structural distortion is always accompanying the rapid increase of resistivity anisotropy,
which puts the legitimacy of the term ”electronic nematic” into question.
In this chapter I describe measurements of the resistivity anisotropy induced by
a tunable uni-axial strain above the phase transition, which exhibits a divergent behaviour as the system approaches the phase transition from the high temperature side.
Our result explicitly shows that the structural phase transition in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
is purely driven by the instability in the electronic part of the free energy, and furthermore reveals an electronic nematic quantum phase transition at the composition
with optimal superconducting transition temperature.

4.2
4.2.1

Methodology
In-situ Tunable Strain Applied by Piezo Device

Motivated by previous piezoresistance measurements of quantum Hall systems[74], we
developed a similar scheme to apply in-situ tunable strain for single crystal samples
of iron based superconductors. As shown in Fig. 4.1(A), by gluing the sample on
the side wall of a PZT piezo stack1 using a standard two part epoxy2 , strains can be
applied by the deformation of the piezo, which is controlled by an applied voltage(VP ).
By applying a positive voltage bias through the red and black voltage leads, the
piezo stack expands along the long dimension and contracts along the transverse
direction. The strain (i.e. the fractional change of length along the current direction,
P = ∆L/L) was monitored via a strain gauge3 glued on the back side of the piezo
stack. Both P and the fractional change of resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 , where ρ0 is
the resistivity of the free standing sample before gluing on the piezo stack) were
measured at constant temperature while the applied voltage was swept, as shown in
Fig. 4.1(B). The voltage dependence of η and P shows hysteretic behaviour due to
1

Part No. PSt 150/557, from Piezomechanik, Munich, Germany.
Part No. 14250, General Purpose Adhesive Epoxy, from Devcon, U.S.A.
3
Part No. WK-XX-062TT-350, General Purpose Strain Gages - Tee Rosette, from Vishay Precision Group.
2
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Figure 4.1: (A) Schematic diagram of a piezoresistance measurement (upper panel)
and of a strain gauge measurement(lower panel). Details about the configuration
are described in the supporting online materials. (B)(Upper) The relative change
of resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 ) of a BaFe2 As2 sample and the strain measured by strain
gauge on piezo (P = ∆L/L) as a function of voltage at T = 140K. The strain and
resistance were measured along the [1 1 0]T direction of the crystal. (Lower) Same set
of data but η is plotted against P . The red line is a linear fit to the data. (C)(D)
The difference of the strain between zero applied voltage and (C) Vp = 150V and
(D) Vp = 50V . Dash lines indicate the temperatures below which the strain is fully
transmitted to the sample. For low voltage this temperature window spans well above
TS for all compositions studied.
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the ferroelectric nature of the piezo materials, yet the two quantities exhibit a linear
relationship without any hysteresis(Fig. 4.1(B)).
The amount of strain transmitted to the sample (S ) can be assessed by gluing
another strain gauge on the top surface of the crystal, shown schematically in the
lower panel of Fig. 4.1(A). The comparison of S and P for a Ba(Fe0.955 Co0.045 )2 As2
sample is summarized in Fig 4.1 (C and D). For applied voltages |Vp | < 150V , the

strain is fully transmitted to the sample for temperatures below approximately 100 K

for typical thickness crystals (less than 100 µm). For lower voltages, |Vp | < 50V , the

strain is fully transmitted to even higher temperatures (Figure 1(D)). The maximum

strain that can be applied (|| < 5 × 10−4 ) is substantially less than the lattice
distortion developed below the phase transition(10−2 ∼ 10−3), and, as we show below,
the system is always in the regime of linear response.

4.2.2

Resistivity Anisotrwopy and Nematic Order

In general, the electronic nematic order parameter can be expressed as a function
of the resistivity anisotropy ψ = (ρb − ρa )/(ρb + ρa ). Taking a Taylor expansion for

small values of ψ, the leading term is linear, such that ψ is directly proportional to the

electronic nematic order parameter when the order parameter is small. For a strained
crystal in the tetragonal state ρb and ρa refer to the resistivity in directions parallel
and perpendicular to the applied compressive stress. As discussed in the previous
section, we measure the relative change of the resistivity η = ∆ρ/ρ0 of a strained
samples in the tetragonal state. In the absence of strain ρa = ρb = ρ0 . When an
infinitesimal amount of strain δ is applied, the resultant ρa and ρb (here b represents
the compressive strain direction) can be expressed as a linear function of δ.
ρa = ρ0 (1 − αδ)

(4.1)

ρb = ρ0 (1 + α0 δ)
α + α0
ψ=
δ + O(δ2 )
2

(4.2)
(4.3)
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If α equals α0 , it’s straight forward to show that ψ = η, otherwise another proportional factor needs to be introduced in the relationship between these two quantities.
If only the leading order term in the expansion of ψ in terms of δ is considered, we
then get:
α0 + α
η
2α0
α0 + α
δ > 0 ⇒ ψ =
η
2α
δ < 0 ⇒ ψ =

(4.4)
(4.5)

In principle, the resistivity anisotropy will also be affected by acoustic phonon fluctuations associated with the structural transition. However for a k = 0 transition
the wavelength of such fluctuations is comparable to the sample size, and therefore scattering from such fluctuations makes negligible contribution to the resistivity
anisotropy except for extremely close to TS [75]. To conclude, the relative change of
resistivity η along the strain  is a good measure of system’s nematic response in a
wide range of circumstances.

4.3

Ginzburg-Landau Theory of Electronic Nematic
Phase

In the presence of a crystal lattice, an electronic nematic phase transition breaks the
crystalline point group rotational symmetry. For example in the case of Co doped
BaFe2 As2 , the C4 symmetry is lowered to C2 symmetry. In this particular case we
can write down the system’s free energy in terms of an expansion of an Ising order
parameter ψ;
a
b
F = ψ2 + ψ4
2
4

(4.6)
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To minimize the free energy one can take the derivative of F with respect to ψ and
set it to zero:
∂F
= aψ + bψ 3 = 0
∂ψ

(4.7)

This equation allows a non-zero solution for a < 0 and b > 0. Following the usual
procedure, we express a by a0 (T − T ∗ ) and set b as a positive constant to model the
onset of a finite order parameter at temperature T ∗ . In the presence of electron-lattice
coupling, the non-zero order parameter in the electronic degree of freedom will always
induce a finite order parameter in the lattice degree of freedom. In the case of C4
to C2 symmetry breaking the lattice order parameter is measured by a orthorhombic
strain  = (a − b)/(a + b). The effect of electron-lattice coupling can be modelled by

the following free energy expression:

a
b
c
d
F = ψ 2 + ψ 4 + 2 + 4 − λψ
2
4
2
4

(4.8)

The term λψ indicates that electronic order parameter and lattice order parameters
are bilinearly coupled, which is the lowest order coupling allowed by symmetry. We
take the derivative of free energy with respect to ψ and with respect to , and set
them to be zero.
∂F
= aψ + bψ 3 − λ = 0
∂ψ

(4.9)

∂F
= c + d3 − λψ = 0
∂

(4.10)

These two equations determine the electronic and lattice order parameters as a function of temperature under the constraint of minimizing the free energy. Substituting
for  in equation 4.10 using the expression of  = (aψ + bψ 3 )/λ obtained from eq. 4.9,
we get:
(a −

λ2
da3
)ψ + (b + 2 )ψ 3 = 0
c
cλ

(4.11)
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similarly we get
λ2
bc3 3
(c − ) + (d + 2 ) = 0
a
aλ

(4.12)

Equation 4.11 has the same form as equation 4.7, but the coefficients are renormalized
due to coupling to the lattice. In essence, the order parameter becomes non-zero at
a temperature TS higher than T ∗ , where TS = T ∗ + lambda2 /(a0 c). Physically, the
lattice provides a polarizable medium, which enhances the nematic instability. We
can also look at equation 4.12, which describes the lattice part of the free energy.
Due to the coupling to the electronic degree of freedom, the coefficient c, which is
the ”bare” elastic modulus, is also renormalized to a new effective modulus cef f =
c − λ2 /a = c − λ2 /(a0 (T − T ∗ )). Even though c might always be positive, meaning

that there is no instability in the lattice part of the free energy, the effective modulus
still goes to zero at TS , indicating the onset of non-zero spontaneous strain . Notice
that the above derivation is completely reciprocal between the electronic and lattice
order parameters – an instability in the lattice degree of freedom will also lead to
non-zero electron nematicity below a structural phase transition. Then the question
arises, how do we know that the electronic anisotropy in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 is due
to a real electronic nematic phase transition, rather than a parasitic effect of a pure
elastic phase transition? A Gedankenexperiment one can do is to put the electrons
in an infinitely stiff lattice, i.e. tune the parameter c to infinity. In this scenario
if there is really an electronic nematic phase transition, then the lattice will always
stay C4 symmetric while the electronic system will spontaneously break C4 symmetry
at temperature T ∗ , which can be measured by the resistivity anisotropy. Another
approach is to directly measure the bare coefficients a, and determine whether the bare
nematic coefficient really becomes zero at some temperature T ∗ . This measurement
can be done by perturbing the system with a symmetry breaking stress, and measuring
the quantity dψ/d, which is essentially the amount of nematic response at a constant
strain. To obtain this result, we introduce stress h, the conjugate field to strain ,
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into the free energy:
b
c
d
a
F = ψ 2 + ψ 4 + 2 + 4 − λψ − h
2
4
2
4

(4.13)

The stress breaks the dual symmetry between ψ and  in free energy, because ψ does
not couple directly to h. Minimizing this free energy with respect to ψ and  we get
a similar set of “equations of motion” for ψ and :
∂F
= aψ + bψ 3 − λ = 0
∂ψ

(4.14)

∂F
= c + b3 − λψ − h = 0
∂

(4.15)

To see how system responds to stress, we take the derivative of equation 4.14 with
respect to h:
dψ
d
dψ
+ 3bψ 2
−λ
=0
dh
dh
dh

(4.16)

dψ
dψ/dh
λ
=
=
d
d/dh
a + 3bψ 2

(4.17)

a
From this we get:

If we only consider the zero stress limit h ∼ 0, then ψ ∼ 0, and the above equation

reduces to :

dψ
dψ/dh
λ
=
=
d
d/dh
a

(4.18)

Therefore if there is truly an electronic nematic phase transition, one should observe
a Curie-Weiss diverging behavior of the quantity dψ/d with a critical temperature
T ∗ . This in contrast to the quantity dψ/dh, the nematic response at a constant stress:
λ
dψ
=
dh
ac − λ2

(4.19)
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From this expression, it is clear that the nematic response under a constant stress (eq.
4.19) will show a 1/T divergence no matter whether the driving force is a structural
or electronic phase transition.
As described in the previous section, our measurement of dη/d is directly proportional to dψ/d. The experiment is equivalent to measuring the temperature
dependence of the nematic order parameter at constant strain, as can be appreciated
from eq. 4.14. Above TS we can neglect terms proportional to ψ 3 , leading to ψ = λ/a
and hence dψ/d = λ/a. Although it is highly unphysical, if we also allow a direct
coupling between mechanical stress and the nematic order parameter and include a
term ghψ in the free energy, we obtain:
dψ
cg + λ
=
d
a + λg

(4.20)

The separation of c and a into numerator and denominator still allows us to distinguish
the electronic instability from structural, since dψ/d diverges only when a goes to
zero. Physically, this distinction is possible because dψ/d is related to the ratio of
two thermodynamic quantities. We refer dψ/d as a nematic susceptibility because
in the limit that g = 0, the strain  is the only field to the nematic order parameter.

4.4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Representative data showing the electronic nematicity (η) as a function of strain (P )
for a BaFe2 As2 sample are shown in Fig. 4.2(A) at various temperatures above the
structural transition temperature TS . Data were fit by a straight line in a small range
of strain near zero applied voltage. As shown in Fig. 4.2(D), the nematic suscpetibility
dη/d, which essentially measures the nematic response induced by a constant strain,
diverges upon approaching TS from above. This divergent behavior is reminiscent of
the resistivity anisotropy observed above TS for samples held in a mechanical clamp
as described in last chapter. However, as explained in the previous section, there is
an important distinction between measurements made under condition of constant
stress(mechanical clamp), and constant strain(measurement of dη/d in the current
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set up.) The nematic response under a constant stress (eq. 4.19) will show a 1/T
divergence no matter whether the driving force is a structural or electronic phase
transition. However the nematic response under a constant strain will only diverge
when it is a true electronic nematic phase transition(eq. 4.18). In this sense, the
divergence in dη/d shown in Fig. 4.2 is direct evidence that BaFe2 As2 suffers a true
electronic nematic instability, and the structural transition merely passively follows
the nematic order.

From Eq. 4.18 dψ/d = λ/a = λ/(a0 (T −T ∗ )), it is natural to fit the data of dη/d

in Fig, 4.2(B) with a Curie-Weiss temperature dependence. However Eq. 4.18 is only

valid in the limit of vanishing strain, at which one can disregard the higher order
non-linear terms. In the realistic experiment situation, there is always some intrinsic
built in strain even at zero applied voltage due to the different thermal contraction of
the sample and the piezo stack. To take into account this built in-strain, we perform
a numerical fit based on the following expression:
dη
λ
=
d
a0 (T − T ∗ ) + 3bη02

(4.21)

where η0 is the induced relative change of resistivity of the sample at zero applied
voltage comparing to before it was glued on the piezo. It is a function of temperature
and was simultaneously measured when we performed voltage sweep at fix temperature in order to acquire η(). Data corresponding to the measurement presented in
Fig.4.2B is plotted in the inset. A numerical fit was performed based on the following
expression:
dη/d =

P1
+ P4
T − P2 + P3 η02

(4.22)

where dη/d and η0 are functions of temperature T , and are simultaneously fitted by
four parameters. P1 , P2 and P3 correspond to λ/a0 , T ∗ and 3b/a0 in the GinzburgLandau theory respectively. The contribution due to the built in strain is usually of
the order of a few Kelvin, which will only be relevant if T is very close to T ∗ . P4 = χ0
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Figure 4.2: (A) Representative data for BaFe2 As2 showing the relative change of
resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 ) as a function of strain (P = ∆L/L) at several temperatures
above TS . The nematic response was obtained by a linear fit of the data near zero
applied voltage ( −5 × 10−5 < p (V ) − p (0) < 1 × 10−4 , indicated by the vertical
dashed lines). (B) Temperature dependence of the nematic response dη/dP . Vertical
line indicates the structural transition temperature TS = 138K. Red line shows fit to
mean field model, described in the main text.
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is a new parameter we introduced to take into account the intrinsic piezoresistive response of metals and semiconductors that occurs due to the induced orthorhombicity
even in the absence of nematic fluctuations. The result of this fitting is plotted in
Fig.4.2(B) as a solid red curve, which is in excellent agreement with measured data
dη/d. The mean field critical temperature T ∗ obtained from the fitting is 116K, 22K
lower than the actual phase transition temperature (TS = 138K), this is expected from
the Ginzburg-Laudau theory discussed in previous section.
The divergence of dη/d not only reveals the tendency towards an electronic nematic phase transition, but also measures the strength of nematic fluctuations, according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We have measured dη/d of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
samples for doping concentration ranging from the undoped parent compound to
overdoped compositions, as shown in Fig.4.3. The magnitude of dη/d is plotted as a
color-map in the composition verses temperature phase diagram in Fig.4.4. For the
underdoped part of the phase diagram, dη/d increases rapidly near the structural
phase transition boundary. As the doping concentration increases, the intensity of
fluctuations increases, and reaches a maximum near optimal doping concentration,
where structural and magnetic transitions are fully suppressed. The nematic fluctuations persist to the overdoped regime, eventually decreasing as the superconducting
Tc decreases. The associated softening of the sheer modulus has been extensively
studied by resonant ultrasound measurements[76, 58].
To quantitatively track the evolution of nematic fluctuations across the phase diagram, numerical fits to the data of dη/d and η0 (shown in inset of Fig. 4.3) were
performed for each composition based on Eq.4.22. The obtained T ∗ is also plotted as a
function of composition in Fig.4.4. It can be clearly seen that the mean field nematic
critical temperature T ∗ closely tracks the actual structural transition temperature
TS in the underdoped regime, and is suppressed to zero at the optimal doping. T ∗
becomes negative as the doping further increases beyond optimal doping, indicating
a “paranematic” state. Significantly, our experimental data and analysis reveal an
electronic nematic quantum phase transition for a composition close to optimal doping. It remains to be seen whether fluctuations associated with this quantum phase
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Figure 4.3:
Temperature dependence of the nematic susceptibility of
Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for various compositions(open symbols).
Successive data
sets are offset vertically by 50 for clarity. Solid lines are fits based on a phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory, taking into account an intrinsic built-in strain,
which is measured by η0 shown in inset figure.
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the nematic susceptibility (dη/d) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 as
a function of temperature and doping. Structural, magnetic and superconducting
transition temperatures (TS ,TN and Tc ) are shown as squares, triangles and circles.
The mean field electronic nematic critical temperature(T ∗ ) obtained from the fit to the
data in Fig. 4.3 are shown as open red stars. The evolution of nematic susceptibility
and nematic critical temperatures clearly indicates an electronic nematic quantum
phase transition occurs close to optimal doping.
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Figure 4.5: Doping dependence of the parameters obtained from the numerical fit
based on the Ginzburg-Landau theory.

transition play an important role in enhancing Tc in the superconducting phase. Nevertheless the existence of nematic fluctuations across such a wide temperature and
doping range suggests that they are a fundamental ingredient to describe the normal
state of the system[76].
The obtained fit parameters other than T ∗ are shown in Fig. 4.5 as a function of
cobalt concentration x. Inspection of Fig. 4.5, also reveals an enhancement of λ/a0
and χ0 near optimal doping, which can be consistently explained by an enhancement
of electron-lattice coupling λ. The enhancement of λ not only increases λ/a0 , but
also could potentially affect the “background” piezoresistivity effect measured by
χ0 . However the numerical fit also becomes less consistent close to optimal doping
(Fig.4.3), which might be due to the effect of quantum critical fluctuations. Finally,
the parameter 3b/a0 remains mostly constant across underdoped and optimal doped
compositions but becomes negative for some overdoped compositions. This might be
due to the fact that both dη/d and η0 become small for overdoped compounds, which
makes the fitting less constrained. On the other hand for the overdoped compounds
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Figure 4.6: Photograph of two representative crystals mounted on a piezo stack used
to apply in situ tunable strain. Two samples are mounted, corresponding to //
[110]T (upper crystal) and // [100]T (lower crystal). Red/black wires are the positive/negative voltage leads of the piezo. The (0 0 1) surface of the crystal is exposed,
enabling transport measurements.
there is no phase transition at finite temperature, and hence the sign of parameter
b is less crucial, and higher order coefficients can be introduced to bound the free
energy.

4.5

Control Experiment for Different Orientations

For a control experiment, two samples of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 with x = 0.065 (i.e.
nearly optimally doped) were measured, one with strain aligned along the tetragonal
[110] direction(//[110]T ) and one aligned along the tetragonal [100] direction(//[100]T ).
The resistivity was always measured along the strain direction. A photograph of the
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Figure 4.7: Representative data showing the temperature dependence of the nematic
response dη/dP of Ba(Fe0.935 Co0.065 )2 As2 samples, for the two configurations shown
in fig. S1. Samples were prepared so that the strain and current were aligned along
the [1 1 0]T (Fe-Fe bonding direction) and [1 0 0]T (Fe-As bonding direction), shown as
black and red symbols respectively. Vertical line indicates the superconducting critical
temperature Tc = 25K of these optimal doped samples. Inset shows the relative
change of resistivity (η = ∆ρ/ρ0 ) as a function of strain (P = ∆L/L) at T = 30K.
Lines show linear fits.
experiment configuration is displayed in Fig. 4.6 and the results are shown in Fig.
4.7. For //[110]T the temperature dependence of dη/d exhibits a similar divergent
behavior to that of the optimal doped sample shown in the main text Fig.4 . However, for //[100]T (i.e. at 45 degrees to the orthorhombic direction observed for
underdoped compositions) dη/d has an opposite sign and a much smaller value, and
exhibits a much weaker temperature dependence. The significant difference of dη/d
obtained between for the two orientations confirms the following analysis in which
the divergent behavior is due to the coupling to nematic fluctuations.
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Chapter 5
Non-monotonic Doping
Dependence of Resistivity
Anisotropy
In this chapter I described magnetotransport measurements of single crystals of Co
and Ni doped BaFe2 As2 , both showing a non-monotonic doping dependence of resistivity anisotropy. Magnetotransport data suggest that the relatively small inplane anisotropy of the parent compound in the spin density wave state is due to
the presence of an isotropic, high mobility pocket of the reconstructed Fermi surface. Progressive suppression of the contribution to the conductivity arising from
this isotropic pocket with chemical substitution eventually reveals the underlying inplane anisotropy associated with the remaining Fermi surface pockets. The materials
discussed in this chapter are published in ref[43].

5.1

Introduction and Motivation

In previous chapter, by measurements of resistivity anisotropy induced by a tunable strain above the phase transition, we have established that the orthorhombic
structural transition in Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 is truly driven by an electronic nematic
phase transition. One important argument is that in-plane resistivity anisotropy is a
67
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good measure of electronic nematic order parameter. However, one puzzling feature
revealed by the measurements of detwinned crystals is that at low temperature resistivity anisotropy showing a non-monotonic doping dependence, in striking contrast
to the structural order parameter, which diminishes monotonically with increasing
cobalt concentration [66]. It raises the question that to what extend does the correspondence between resistivity anisotropy and nematic order parameter hold, and if it
breaks down, what is the origin of the breaking down.
The nonmonotonic behavior is not restricted to Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . Here we also
present data of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy of the closely related cases of Nisubstituted BaFe2 As2 . The in-plane resistivity anisotropy, expressed as ρb /ρa , is
shown as a function of temperature and composition in Fig.5.1. In both cases, ρb /ρa
is found to vary non-monotonically with increasing amounts of Ni or Co. For the
case of Co substitution, the in-plane anisotropy peaks at a value of nearly 2 for a
composition 0.025 < x < 0.045, close to the onset of the superconducting dome. In
comparison, for Ni substitution, ρb /ρa peaks for 0.012 < x < 0.022, approximately
half the dopant concentration as for Co substitution. In addition, a much weaker secondary maximum is found for Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 centered at x ∼ 0.03. Measurements
of multiple crystals confirmed the presence of this feature.

In this chapter, we investigate the origin of non-monotonic doping dependence
of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy of. I will show that for both Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
and Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 , the onset of the large in-plane resistivity anisotropy coincides
with a suppression of a large linear term in the magnetoresistance, suggesting a common origin for the two effects. Through the analysis of magnetotransport data, we
attribute the origin of these two effects to the presence of an isotropic, high mobility
pocket of the reconstructed Fermi surface in the antiferromagnetic state, which dominates the transport of the parent compound and short circuits other more anisotropic
Fermi surfaces. Progressive suppression of the contribution to the conductivity arising
from this isotropic pocket with chemical substitution eventually reveals the underlying
in-plane anisotropy associated with the remaining Fermi surface pockets.
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Figure 5.1: In-plane resistivity anisotropy, ρb /ρa , as a function of temperature and
doping for (a) Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 and (b) Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 . The color scale has been
obtained by a linear interpolation between adjacent data points. The same scale has
been used for all three panels. Black circles, Squares, and triangles indicate TS , TN ,
and Tc respectively, determined for unstressed conditions. Tc for Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
and Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 was defined by the midpoint of the superconducting transitions. (Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 data courtesy of Hsueh-Hui Kuo)

5.2

Magnetoresistance and Hall measurements

To investigate the origin of the non-monotonic doping dependence of the in-plane
resistivity anisotropy, which is observed for both Co and Ni dopants, magnetotransport measurements were performed at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory
(NHMFL) in Tallahassee in dc magnetic fields up to 35 T and in Stanford in fields
up to 14 T. The magnetic field was always oriented along the c-axis and the samples
were mounted using a 4-point contact configuration. Measurements were made for
both positive and negative field orientations in order to subtract any small resistive
component due to contact misalignment.
Transverse (B parallel to c-axis) magnetoresistance (MR, defined as ∆ρ/ρ) has
been measured on both detwinned and twinned samples. We first discuss the parent
compound, for which representative MR data are shown in Fig.5.2(a) for a temperature of 25 K. As has been previously observed, the MR of the parent compound is
linear over a wide field range [77]. This behavior extends to very low fields, at which
point the MR naturally reduces to a weak-field quadratic dependence. Interestingly,
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Figure 5.2: Transverse magnetoresistance(MR) (∆ρ/ρ) of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 for (a)
x = 0 (b) 3.5% at T = 25 K. The MR has been measured on detwinned samples with
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Figure 5.3: (a) The field derivative of MR of twinned samples of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
and (b) Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 *Data for x = 0 has been scaled down by a factor of two
for clarity. (c) The field derivative of MR (dMR/dB) measured on a twinned sample
of the parent compound at T = 25K. A critical field scale B ∗ clearly divides the
MR behavior into two regimes: below B ∗ the MR shows a weak field quadratic
behavior and above B ∗ MR shows a high field linear behavior. (d) The doping
evolution of the field scale B ∗ (blue circles) and the high field MR linear coefficient A1
(red squares), for Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 and Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 (solid and open symbols
respectively).(Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 data courtesy of Hsueh-Hui Kuo)
the linear behavior does not depend strongly on the current direction, and the difference of the linear slope can be mainly accounted for by the difference of the zero field
resistivity, i.e. ∆ρ/ρ scales approximately with B/ρ. As was first shown by Abrikosov,
a linear band dispersion can lead to a linear MR in the quantum limit[78, 79, 80]. In
the case of BaFe2 As2 , the linear MR could be naturally explained by the presence of
Dirac pockets in the AFM reconstructed state due to the symmetry protected band
crossing[81].
The cross-over from the weak-field B 2 dependence to the high-field linear dependence can be best seen by considering the field derivative of the MR, (d[∆ρ/ρ]/dB),
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which is plotted in Fig.5.3 for the parent compound. At low fields, ∆ρ/ρ = A2 B 2 ,
resulting in a linear field dependence for d[∆ρ/ρ]/dB as B approaches zero. However, above a characteristic field B ∗ , d[∆ρ/ρ]/dB starts to deviate from this weak
field behavior, and appears to saturate to a much reduced slope. This indicates that
at high field the MR is dominated by a linear field dependence, but there is also a
small quadratic term (∆ρ/ρ = A1 B + O(B 2 )).

Substitution of Co or Ni rapidly suppresses the linear MR observed for the parent
compound. Representative data are shown in Fig.5.2(b) for a detwinned single crystal
of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 with x = 0.035 at 25 K. As can be seen, a linear MR is still
observed, but the weak-field quadratic behavior extends to a higher field values. As
for the parent compound, the anisotropy in the linear slope can be mainly accounted
for by the anisotropy in ρa and ρb .

A comprehensive doping-dependence was obtained for twinned samples of Co and
Ni doped BaFe2 As2 . Representative data are shown in Figs. 5.2 (d) and (e) respectively, illustrating the rapid suppression of the MR with substitution. As described
for the parent compound, we can extract the characteristic field B ∗ by considering
the field derivative of the ∆ρ/ρ (Fig. 5.3). Fitting the high field (B > B ∗ ) MR by
a second order polynomial, we obtain the coefficient of the linear field dependence
coefficient A1 , the doping dependence of which is shown in Fig. 5.3. As can be seen,
the characteristic field scale B ∗ increases rapidly as a function of doping, whereas the
linear coefficient decreases and almost vanishes at x = 0.051 for Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2
and x = 0.027 for Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . Apparently, the rate at which the linear MR is
suppressed is twice as rapid for Ni substitution as for Co substitution. This behavior is clearly correlated with the enhancement of resistivity anisotropy, which occurs
over a similar range of compositions as shown in Fig. 5.1, indicating that the relatively small resistivity anisotropy in the parent compound is due to the presence of
high-mobility Dirac pocket(s).
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Analysis of Magnetoresistance

Both Co and Ni substitutions investigated in this study exhibit a non-monotonic
variation of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy as the dopant concentration is progressively increased (Fig. 5.1). Without further information it is not clear whether this
effect is related to changes in the anisotropy of the scattering rate, or to changes in
the electronic structure. However, as described above, consideration of the magnetotransport properties is suggestive of an important role for the Dirac pocket of the
reconstructed Fermi surface. The progressive suppression of the linear MR with chemical substitution, point to a scenario in which the contribution to the conductivity
from the FS pockets associated with the protected band crossing (the Dirac pockets)
rapidly diminishes with increasing dopant concentrations. For a multi-band system,
the conductivity tensor is the sum of the contribution from each Fermi surface. If one
particular Fermi surface pocket dominates the conductivity tensor, then the transport
anisotropy will also be determined by the anisotropy of that particular Fermi surface.
As observed previously by photoemission measurements, the Dirac pockets have an
almost isotropic in-plane Fermi velocity [82]. If the mobility of this pocket is such
that it dominates the transport, it would severely diminish the anisotropy associated
with any other Fermi surfaces, just as we observe for the parent compound. The contribution from these Dirac pockets is progressively weakened by the transition metal
substitution, which is manifested in the magnetoresistance. The subsequent emergence of a large in-plane resistivity anisotropy clearly indicates that the remaining
low-mobility FS pockets are highly anisotropic.
The mechanism that suppresses the contribution from the Dirac pockets is unclear. The band crossing is protected by crystal inversion symmetry, but introducing
impurities into FeAs planes locally breaks this symmetry. This effect would not only
open a gap at the Dirac point, but would also increase the scattering rate for the
Dirac electrons due to mixing of the orbital wavefunctions. On the other hand, Co
substitution is argued to effectively electron-dope the system,[83] which shifts the
chemical potential. If there is a gap at the Dirac point, this chemical potential shift
could possibly lead to a Lifshitz transition in which the Dirac pocket vanishes. This
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possibility has been extensively discussed in the recent papers by Liu et al.[84, 85]
A recent Nernst effect measurement also shows a suppression of Dirac transport by
Co substitution in the Eu(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 system[86], suggesting the effect is not restricted to BaFe2 As2 system.

To make a more quantitative understanding of how the Dirac pockets are being
suppressed as a function of doping, one would ideally like to obtain the transport
parameters for each band. According to Density Functional Theory calculations based
Local Density Approximation (LDA), the BaFe2 As2 parent compound has four closed
Fermi surface pockets in the AF reconstructed states, therefore one would need eight
independent parameters (mobility and carrier density for each pocket) to characterize
the transport properties. If we focus only on the data for fields close to zero, we can
obtain the coefficient of the B 2 quadratic term, A2 , by inverting the sum of the
conductivity tensors of the four Fermi surfaces. We denote the conductivity and
mobility of each Fermi surface by σi,j and µi,j , where the index i = e, h stands
for electrons or holes, and the index j = D, P represents the Dirac bands and the
parabolic bands. We assume no intrinsic magnetoresistance for each individual Fermi
surface, because in the condition of isotropic scattering rate and an ellipsoidal FS the
leading quadratic term in Zener-Jones expansion is zero. The parameter A2 is given
by
A2 =

σe σh (µe + µh )2
σe
σh
+
A2,e +
A2,h
2
(σe + σh )
σe + σh
σe + σh
σi,P σi,D (µi,D − µi,P )2
(σi,P + σi,D )2
σi,P
σi,D
µi,D +
µi,P
µi =
σi,P + σi,D
σi,P + σi,D
A2,i =

σi = σi,D + σi,P .

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

Here, σe , σh , µe , µh are the effective electron and hole conductivity and mobility in zero
field. If we assume the the Dirac bands are dominating the transport, i.e. σe,D , σh,D 

σe,P , σh,P and µe,D , µh,D  µe,P , µh,D , the above expression can be greatly simplified

because σi ∼ σi,D and µi ∼ µi,D . The second and third term in equation 1 can be
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assumed to be much smaller than the first term:
σe σe,P σe,D (µe,P − µe,D )2
σe
A2,e =
σe + σh
(σe + σh )(σe,D + σe,P )2
σe,P σe,D (µe,P − µe,D )2
σe,P µ2e
=
∼
(σe + σh )σe
(σe + σh )
2
σe,P (σe + σh )µe
σe σh (µe + µh )2
=

,
(σe + σh )2
(σe + σh )2

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

and equation 1 reduces to only the first term, which only depends on the effective
mobility and conductivity of electrons and holes. The simplicity of this expression
allow us to make a physical interpretation of the coefficient A2 in terms of an effective
mobility,
√
p
σe σh
1
A2 =
(µe + µh ) = µM R ≤ (µe + µh ) ≡ µave .
σe + σh
2

(5.8)

The square root of the quadratic field coefficient A2 , which we denote as µM R , gives
the lower bound of the average mobility of electrons and holes (µave ). The equality
between µave and µM R holds only when the electron and hole conductivities are equal.
However, even in the case of a strongly asymmetric conduction scenario, the µM R still
gives a good estimate of µave . For example if σe /σh = 10 then µM R = 0.6µave . All
of the above reasoning makes sense only when the assumption that the Dirac bands
dominate the transport holds. To be consistent, we extract the real number of the
parent compounds to see if this is really the case. The value of µM R of the parent
compounds at 25 K is about 1130 cm2 /Vs, which is comparable to the mobility
of the Dirac pockets extracted from quantum oscillations for crystals prepared under
similar conditions (∼ 1000 cm2 /Vs)[87]. This is indeed consistent with the assumption
of µe ∼ µe,D . We can also obtain the effective carrier density nM R by using the
relation σ = neµ. If σe ∼ σe,D , then nM R should be similar to the carrier density

of Dirac carriers rather than the total carrier density. In the parent compound the
observed value of µM R = 1130 cm2 /Vs corresponds to a very low effective carrier
concentration, nM R = 0.003 electron per Fe. This value is much lower than the total
number of carriers that one would obtain from the LDA calculations and ARPES
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measurements, but is comparable to the size of Dirac pockets as observed from the
quantum oscillation experiments[87]. Therefore the assumption σe ∼ σe,D also holds.
The effective mobility extracted from MR is much higher than the mobility directly
obtained from the Hall coefficient µHall = |Rσ| = 376cm2 /V s. This is because the

contribution of electron and hole mobility in the Hall coefficient cancel each other:

R=

σe2 Re + σh2 Rh
−σe µe + σh µh
=
2
(σe + σh )
(σe + σh )2
−σe µe + σh µh
µHall =
σe + σh

(5.9)
(5.10)

In fact, the much smaller value of Hall mobility than the MR mobility already
implies that the contribution to the conductivity of electrons and holes are of the same
scale. To understand this one can consider the opposite case, one where electrons
dominate the conduction µe  µh and σe  σh :

µM R

−σe µe + σh µh
−σe µe
µHall =
∼
∼ µe
σe + σh
σe + σh
r
√
√
σe σh
σe σh
σh
(µe + µh ) ∼
µe =
µe
=
σe + σh
σe
σe
r
σh
 1 ⇒ µM R  µHall
σe

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

Therefore our measured value suggests that both electrons and holes play an important role in the transport in the reconstructed state in the parent compound, and this
also gives us the confidence that µM R is a good estimate of µave , since their difference
is smaller when σe gets closer to σh .
As we argued above: the high µM R and small nM R reflects the fact that transport
in the parent compound is dominated by a small number of high mobility carriers,
i.e. the carriers from the Dirac pockets. However, this is no longer the case as we
increase the Ni or Co doping concentration. The extracted value of µM R and nM R as
a function of doping is plotted in Fig. 5.4. By increasing doping concentration µM R
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Figure 5.4: The doping evolution of the effective MR mobility µM R and effective MR
carrier density nM R of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 and Ba(Fe1−x Nix )2 As2 extracted from weak
field MR, as described in the text.

decreases rapidly and nM R increases rapidly. Apparently our previous assumption
that helped us simplify the MR expression is no longer valid, and it is difficult to
make a simple physical interpretation of the extracted µM R or nM R . Nevertheless,
the observed doping evolution is highly suggestive of a shift of the dominant role in
transport to the high carrier density and low mobility carriers. Again the effect of Ni
doping on suppressing the Dirac carriers is twice as fast as Co. Our data reveal that
as the conductivity from the Dirac pockets is progressively suppressed, a large inplane resistivity anisotropy emerges. The direct implication is that the other pockets
of reconstructed FS are highly anisotropic, which is borne out by recent quantum
oscillation measurements of BaFe2 As2 .[88]

Evidence for the suppression of the contribution of a high mobility pocket of
reconstructed FS can also be found in the doping-dependence of the resistivity at
low temperature. A direct comparison of the magnitude of the in-plane resistivity
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normalized by its room temperature value1
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2

and the in-plane resistivity anisotropy

at T = 25 K is plotted if Fig. 5.5. As can be seen, the two quantities follow each
other closely in the case of Co and Ni doping. Based on the previous analysis, the
doping evolution of the resistivity can be readily understood. Initial suppression of
the contribution to the transport arising from the Dirac pocket leads to an initial rise
of the normalized resistivity. With progressive doping the magnetic order is further
suppressed, releasing carriers and hence leading to a decrease in the resistivity for
higher dopant concentrations. Note that the progressive doping also suppresses the
structural transition that breaks the rotational symmetry, therefore after reaching a
maximum value, the in-plane anisotropy also decreases.

5.4

Discussion

An intriguing correspondence can be made between the iron pnictides and underdoped cuprates.[89] Recent Nernst measurements reveal a large in-plane electronic
anisotropy onsets at the pseudogap temperature[39]. Further Hall coefficient and
quantum oscillation measurements suggested at even lower temperatures broken translational symmetry causes a reconstruction the Fermi surface and a high mobility
isotropic electron pocket emerges[90]. This high mobility electron pocket dominates
the low temperature transport. As a result, not only does the Hall effect change
sign from positive to negative, but the large electronic anisotropy which onsets at
pseudogap temperature is also reduced. It has also been suggested that at a critical
doping the system could undergo a Lifshitz transition at which the high mobility
electron pocket disappears, which is also accompanied by an enhancement of in-plane
resistivity anisotropy[90].

1

To avoid uncertainty in geometric factor, the magnitude of the resistivity is normalized by its
room temperature value, which is typically 250 ∼ 300 µΩcm in this doping range[73]. The room
temperature value decreases slightly as a function of doping in the doping range we study here (less
than 20%), therefore the large variation of the normalized value at low temperature reflects the
evolution of the electronic structure and charge dynamics.
2
We used the resistivity of the twinned crystals, which is essentially the average of ρa and ρb .
The average value is actually more revealing to study the effect of isotropic Dirac pocket
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook
It is generally believed that insights into the physics of the normal state will lead to a
better understanding of the origin of high temperature superconductivity. Mounting
evidences suggest that the rotational symmetry breaking plays an important role in
the normal state of both iron and copper based superconductors. The major effort
of this thesis is to characterize and understand the nature of the broken rotational
symmetry in iron arsenide superconductors.
The phase diagram for the electron-doped iron pnictides Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 was
determined through several thermodynamic and transport measurements. We find
that the single structural/magnetic phase transition that occurs in BaFe2 As2 splits
with Co-doping, with structural transition occurred at higher temperatures. Critical
temperatures associated with both transitions are progressively reduced with increasing Co concentration, and are suppressed below Tc coincident with optimal doping.
The superconducting ”dome” extends over a limited range of Co concentrations, from
x = 0.025 to x = 0.18. These observations clearly delineate regions of the x − T phase
diagram for which the system breaks the crystal rotational symmetry without breaking translational symmetry.
To asses the intrinsic in-plane electronic anisotropy in the broken symmetry phase,
we perform measurements of the in-plane resistivity of detwinned single crystals of
Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 . We reveal that this representative class of iron arsenide develops
a large electronic anisotropy at the structural transition, with the resistivity along
81
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the shorter b-axis ρb being greater than ρa . The anisotropy reaches a maximum value
of ∼ 2 for compositions in the neighborhood of the beginning of the superconducting

dome, showing an intriguing non-monotonic doping dependence. For temperatures
well above the structural transition, uniaxial stress induces a resistivity anisotropy,
indicating a substantial nematic susceptibility.
In order to determine the true driving force behind the structural phase transi-

tion, we develop experiment technique to apply in-situ tunable strain on single crystal
samples, which allow us to explicitly measure the nematic susceptibility at a constant
strain. The divergent nematic susceptibility above structural phase transition unambiguously distinguishes an electronic nematic phase transition from a simple ferroelastic distortion. These measurements also reveal an electronic nematic quantum phase
transition at the composition with optimal superconducting transition temperature.
In comparison to other electron nematic systems such as Sr3 Ru2 O7 [34] and the
quantum Hall system[33], the phase transition of iron-pnictides occurs at zero field
and at a temperature range between 50 and 150K, providing an accessible platform
for spectroscopy and thermodynamic measurements. While the pseudo-gap phase in
underdoped cuprates exists for similar conditions to these, the iron-arsenides have a
well-defined phase boundary associated with the nematic phase transition. In this
sense, the iron-arsenides present a cleaner system in which to investigate the physical
origin of nematic order and the consequences for superconductivity.
The non-monotonic variation in the resistivity anisotropy at low temperature as
the dopant concentration is increased is especially striking given the uniform suppression of the lattice orthorhombicity. The linear MR which are observed for the parent
compound, and which are likely associated with the Dirac pockets of the reconstructed
FS, are suppressed with increasing dopant concentrations. Intriguingly, for both Co
and Ni substitution, the large in-plane resistivity anisotropy is found to emerge over
the same range of compositions at which the linear MR are progressively suppressed.
Consideration of this evidence suggests that the isotropic, high-mobility Dirac pockets
revealed by dHvA, ARPES and magnetotransport measurements, might effectively
mask the intrinsic in-plane transport anisotropy associated with the other pockets of
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reconstructed FS. Within such a scenario, only when the contribution to the conductivity from the Dirac pockets is suppressed can the underlying anisotropy be revealed
in the transport, perhaps accounting for the non-monotonic doping dependence.
Although subsequent measurements of optical conductivity[45] and photoemission[46]
of detwinned samples of Ba(Fe1−x Cox )2 As2 revealed that the electronic anisotropy extends to high energy. It remains to be seen to what extent the presence of a large
anisotropy is a generic feature of the phase diagram of Fe-pnictide superconductors.
Recent measurements of K-substituted BaFe2 As2 indicate that the hole doped analog
exhibit a vanishingly small, and even reverse in-plane anisotropy [69, 70]. This might
reflect differences in the effect of electron vs hole doping on the reconstructed FS,
or perhaps differences in the elastic scattering rate, since chemical substitution away
from the Fe plane will presumably have a weaker effect.
Finally the experiment we introduced in chapter 4 is a methodology to detect the
electronic tendency towards rotational symmetry breaking as if there is no coupling
to the lattice, and is by no means restricted to the iron pnictides. One can also
incorporate this methodology with other experimental probes, which allows us to
more generally disentangle the cause and effect in systems for which different degrees
of freedom strongly couple. For example, it is still an ongoing debate about the
microscopic mechanism of the electron nematic phase transition in pnicitides, which
could potentially arise from the spin or orbital degree of freedom. By applying a
constant strain and measuring temperature dependence of the orbital response by
ARPES[46] or optical conductivity[45] and measuring the spin response by neutron
scattering , the debate might be resolved.
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